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Rec Center schedules,
fees spawn hot debate
Arena times attacked SUBOD
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
Coaches from women’s athletics
will have to wait another week before they learn it their teams are
granted additional scheduling in the
new Rec Center.
After an exhaustive session before
the Student Union Hoard of Directors Tuesday, the Athletic Department’s plea to re schedule Rec Center time to include women’s sports
was postponed until an emergency
meeting next week.
The department may get Its way,
despite the emergency session. because of a clause in the Feder al (
Rights Act (Title 9) requiring ath
laic departments to pros ide "equal
funds for like men’s and women’s
sports. according to Rick Evrard.
director of legislative services for the
NCA A.
If the university fails to adhere to
the guidelines, the school could lose
federal funds that support financial
aid programs. SJS t ’ Athletic Director Randy Hoffman said.
SJSU volleyball Coach Dick
Montgomery and women’s assistant
basketball Coach Gale Valle’, spoke
to the hoard about their teams exclusion in the contract SUBOD
passed il its March 28 meeting
"We lose kids early to schools
with better tacilint:‘,.. Val hey said.
"Our gyms are the worst in the con-

ference. I know that money is the
bottom line, but we need to do what
is right morally and socially and
have an equal opportunity for
women."
At issue is the number (if dates the

’Our gyms are the
worst in the
conference.’
Valley,
Gale
assistant basketball coach

women’s volleyball and basketball
teams were allotted and the time the
teams siphon from students using the
pristine $37 -million facility which
opened Monday.
In the department’s original Feb.
27 proposal. Hoffman requested use
of the arena between Aug. 15 and
March 8. The hulk of that scheduling
would fall between October and
March, when three teams (men’s
basketball and women’s volleyball
and basketball) compete.
Although the women’s volleyball
and basketball programs have had
vastly different results on the court,
See ARENA, bark page

approves
$3 increase

By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer
Charging that a Student Union fee
increase is actually intended to cover
Rec Center cost overruns, student
representatives rejected a $5 fee hike
Tuesday in favor of a $3 increase.
In a vote that was divided along
student and administration lines at
the Student Union Hoard of Directors meeting. the $5 proposed hike
was replaced by the $3 increase. The
revised figure passed by a vote of 86, after two deadlocked votes.
All eight students who sit on the
board voted for the $3 proposal.
SUFIOD later accepted the 1990
budget by an 11-3 margin.
A $3 fee issued by the California
State University system in March.
coupled with the $3 increase approved Tuesday. means Student
Union fees will rise $6 in the Fall of
1989.
"I don’t think that they should
raise student fees to cover the shortcomings of the Rec Center." said
outgoing A.S. President Terry McCarthy.
See FEE, bark page

Property missing from A.S. office

Mike Deemer
Royal I.ichtenstein Circus clowns Joe ReichIan,
left, and Carle Gentile share a moment of music,

CAMPUS PEOPLE
A stories of profiles about poop,* at the
university written by Journalism students.

Student serves as ears for deaf
Ry Corinne A. Shinn
Special to the Daily
The classnxim hums with the
sound of students greeting one
another, chairs scraping across
the floor and the rustling of books
and papers.
A young man sits in silence
among the hubbub, intently observing his classmates.
As the instructor begins to lecture, all eyes turn toward him.
Except for those of the silent
man.
His eyes focus on the dancing
hands and expressive face of
Constance Branney, 24. as she
interprets the instructor’s spoken
words into sign language.
interis
an
Rranney
preter transliterator. For approximately 34 hours a week, she attends classes with hearing impaired students at SJSU.
This semester, Rranney assists
seven students in a myriad of
courses including journalism,
photography. business, physics.
airbrush painting and industrial
studies.
At the beginning of each semester. Branney said, she and her
students generate stares from others.
After the second or third week.
according to Rranney, she he conies a part of the class.
"In later semesters students
come up to me and ask what I got
in the class." she said. "They
don’t understand my role. that I
am simply there to interpret for
the deaf student."
Rranney said she first realized
the importance of sign language

Daily staff photographer

ReichIan performs a balancing act and Gentile
rides a unicycle for the circus.

when she was 15.
She met her first sign language
interpreter while attending a summer camp where she was being
trained to counsel youngsters
about the hazards of drug and alcohol abuse.
Joining a group at camp. Branney greeted the boy sitting beside
her. He ignored her. When a second boy also disregarded her attempts at conversation, she was
puzzled.
A woman entered the room
moments later, and the two boys
reacted warmly to her greeting.
which was accompanied by sign
language. This initial exposure to
sign language fascinated Branney
She took her first sign language
course at Mott Community College in Flint. Mich. At Mott, she
completed three sign courses and
eventually graduated with an associate of art’s degree in liberal
arts.
Currently, Rranney is pursuing
a master’s degree in special education and two teaching credentials at SJSU.
Flranney admits that she
usually reacts to the mood of an
instructor while interpreting for
students.
If the instructor is excited and
outgoing, her signing is elaborate
and her facial expression is
lively.
If, on the other hand, the instructor is lethargic and speaks in
an even monotone, the mood is
reflected by restrained signing
and expressions.
Signing is such a natural part of
See EARS, page 11

By Mar3, R. Callahan
and Shelby Grad
Daily stall writers
More than Id :70 in persrmal belongings were alleged I’, shilen from
the Associated Students rift ice over
the weekend. apparentiv
hire Iwo
Parties raged, univ ersitv police reported Among the items taken from the
office were a 35 nun Kodak camera
betrinentL to A S. Vice President
elect Jim Walters. 11111 hot dogs and

several plastic bon lcs of soft drinks.
Munllo plans to report the alleged
according to University Policie De- theft to authorities, he said.
partment Lt. Shannon Maloney.
The thefts came amid a series of
A.S. Controller Mark Murillo said parties in the A.S offices during
the
a portable stereo belonging to a weekend, according to the police refriend of his was also missing.
port. One party celebrating Cinco de
Murillo had borrowed the stereo Mayo took place on Friday night,
to use in an outside Cinco de Mayo and a second was held on Saturday
celebration, and had locked it in his night.
private office on Friday. according
"It was obvious that there had
to A.S. President-elect Scott SuntanSee OFFICE, Ina .k page
drea. The equipment was gone on
Monday. Santandrea said.

Leary voices unique vision in SJSU speech
IR) Phillip Best
Daily staff writer
Timothy Leary encouraged people
to think for themselves and question
authority during his speech in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Tuesday night.
Known hest for Ins inolcment m

the counter -culture and concrousness
movements of the 1960. and early
1970s. Leary still has a marked disdain for the Nalues and beliefs of the
moral majority .
His slender. 69 -year -old frame
vs ,is propelled about the stage aid

"It you think I’m rambling from
through the audience by the energy
time to nine. number one you’re
of his manic diatribe on normalcy.
Rather than lecture to the crowd of probably right because I have a right
about 300 people, Leary "per- to ramble. . . after what I’ve been
formed" his philosophy by ridicul- through: I think I may be jumping
ing "every single established ()mho- from here to here so fast that you’re
unable to follow, but remember that
doxy that exists."
No topic was immune to his skep- over and over again I’m going to be
ticism, but government and orga- saying the same things.
"If you understand how the thinknized religion received the brunt of
ing is dealt with in each of these
his searing wit
’It’s nice to think of ’Our Father.’ stages. you’re going to be able to
who’s a king, who’s all powerful free yourself from the shackles and
and can answer all our problems and the handcuffs that keep you from
protect us and take care of us and thinking for yourself." he said.
"The ultimate tool of the intelli’give us this day our daily
bread,’ "Leary said. " that’s an gent person in the quantum. twentyunderstandable notion for a use or first, cybernetic century. the instrument that allows you to digitize your
six -year old, or for a feudal society.
’Remember, in a feudal society thoughts and to communicate." is
there is no encouragement to think the computer. Leary said
Citing the fact that the average
for yourself.’’ he said.
Paraphrasing from the Bible, American household watches 7.4
Leary recounted the creation of the hours of television per day, he stated
world and the placement of Adam in that whoever controls tele% !skin conthe Garden of Eden with instructions trols society and predicted that the
from God to "go for it," but remem- next three years will see the invenber that "there are two food and tion of equipment that will allow the
average citizen to control some of
drug regulations."
"That tree over there. that’s the that power.
Technology will provide everyone
tree of immortal life, and the fruit of
that tree is a controlled substance." with the means to alter the mass
productions that are
communication
Leary said.
’That tree over there, that’s the currently available only to the well tree of knowledge, and you’re for- financed, he said.
See LEARY, back page
bidden to eat of the fruit of that because if you do the blinds will fall
from your eyes, and you will become God like me. . . Now there’s a
definite discouragement to think for
yourself.’’
Several Rec Center articles in
The hest way to understand yourTuesday’s edition of the Spartan
self and your society. Leary said, is
Daily incorrectly stated the total
to question what motivation society
project cost, the amount of bonds
provides for people to think for
issued and the amount of cost
themselves, and to ask whether the
overruns.
god of that society encourages or
The total project cost is estiprohibits individualism.
mated at $36.8’ million, the
To illustrate his opinion, he outamount of bonds issued is prolined his interpretation of the four
jected to reach $25.5 million, and
stages of existence: the tribal stage.
cost ()vermin% are currently $7 2
the feudal stage, the machine stage
million.
and the information stage.
The Spartan Daily regrets these
His elaboration was briefly intererrors.
rupted when he paused to explain:

Correction

Alyssa Jensen - Deity staff photographer
Timothy Leary "performs

for Sitil students
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Apathetic election
Last week, the Associated Students
conducted a vote for a $10 increase for
instructionally related activities fees.
Out of the SJSU student population of
27,866, a measly 941 voted.
This is
not apathy,
is
this
lethargy.
Fewer
than 4 perof
cent
people
paying
Andrew H.
good
Channing
money to
receive a colhge education decided their
voice was worth Deing counted.
This is a disgrace to the university, and
to the system of democracy.
Thousands of lives and trillions of dollars have been spent to protect the rights
of the individual in the United States. The
rights given to us, in turn, are thrown into
the wind like a worthless gum wrapper.
Discarded as if the individual didn’t matter.
Because there is no feasible excuse for
not taking half a minute to vote, the lack
of voters must result from sheer complacency. Students have become so complacent with their way of living, nothing
changes their selfish habits. This campus
has been drowned in an emotional leprosy.
Students no longer care what happens. Most have money in their jeans and
a roof over their head, so why vote? What
students seemingly do not understand is
that when such a small amount of students
participate in an election, the majority is
not ruling.
Fees were not raised because of 9 votes.
A mere handful of students.
The lack of turn -out suggests that $10
means nothing to people.
What students need is a taste of true
need. A couple of days without food and
or a place to live. It is impossible to be
complacent in the face of danger without
suffering the consequences. Because
democracy means so little to the people of
this school, let’s kick the student body in
the pants by having an election like in
Panama. Mr. Noriega is trying to reap the
harvests of a government gone awry.
Maybe if the SJSU elections were fixed,
more than 4 percent of the students would
get off their butts lid vote.

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
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Campus Voice

Management position in
contract negotiations is
merely a "snow job"
Steve Sloan is an Instructional Support
Assistant for the Journalism Department and
president of the California State Employees
Association, Chapter 307.

A

The argument LaVeme Diggs gave to Denise
Zapata to support CSU’s management position in
contract negotiations seems reasonable, at first
glance. But if you stop and think for a minute, it is
easy to see she is trying to pull a snow job.
Diggs alleges that throughout the contract negotiation process both union and management knew
ratification of the contract hinged on inclusion of a
clause restricting the union’s legislative actions. If
this were true why wasn’t this mystery clause put
into writing before management signed off on the
contract? Perhaps I don’t understand this because I
am not a well paid high skilled professional negotiator like Diggs is. But, even I know that even
when you do something as simple as buy a car,
you get everything in writing before you sign a
contract. If you buy a car, and then go back to the
salesman and say, "by the way, I wanted the custom wheel covers for free", he will not know what
you are talking about.
Diggs said, "We’ve told them (the union) not to
continue to pursue legislation." First, what right
does management or anybody have to restrict me
or anybody else in a democracy of our right to
petition our elected representatives on any subject
whether or not it be work related. Second, 1 as a
citizen, am not bound by anything either decreed
by management, or even agreed to by union and
management when I am on my own time. The
whole concept is absurd. I have come to know
many of the union negotiators personally. I know
they would never agree to anything so inane.
As far as Digg’s charge that the union is using
the contract to get new members. That is simply
not true. The union is a volunteer organization.
We are not getting paid for this. We have not seen
any great rush of new members. The cost to the
union of going through this ratification process is
so great, that even if we were to pick up a few new
members, their additional dues would not come
close to matching the unions costs in ratification.
So why is Diggs doing this? The answer is
either because all of the universities presidents and
personnel managers are against contract language
(that mirrors language in the state education code)
giving preferential hiring to career state employees. Perhaps Diggs is concerned that this opposition to this clause that she agreed to could get her
fired. Or perhaps, management is trying to force a
confrontation with the union in order to partake in
some good old fashioned union busting. I think
the latter explanation is the most likely. It is hard
to otherwise see why management would commit
itself to a course that would anger such a vast
number of employees and lead to such a
widespread loss of productivity due to low
employee morale. It is hard to imagine that Diggs
would commit CSU to this course just to save her
own tail.

Sexual dangers at SJSU
Ana ,4alami is a sophomore majoring in
Business.
"Condoms ruin the mood," "I don’t sleep with
homos or druggics," "I’ll never get AIDS."
These comments were made by SJSU students.
As part of an assignment for our sociology class,
our group decided to survey some of the students
of SJSU on how they would reply to basic questions about AIDS. The answers were rather interacting.
The majority of those polled (93 percent) have
not been tested for AIDS. With only 7 percent having been tested, we found that the most commoa
reason was that 61 percent were monogamous and
felt they had no reason to worry (Do these people
know that the sexual past of their partners shou’d
be taken into account?). Sleeping with multiple
partners didn’t seem to worry the 39 percent who
said they weren’t monogamous.
We also found that 28 percent of the non monogamous people surveyed, didn’t always
engage in safe -sex. The most common reason
given was that "I don’t like condoms."
On a campus of 30,000 students, that means
that 11,7(K) people are non -monogamous and, that
on any given night, on our campus alone, 3,276
people arc engaging in dangerous, unprotected sex.
The truth to this epidemic is that serious, conclusive research has not been done yet. People’s
sexual lives arc things that either they feel too personal to talk about or, in the case with many, they
feel the need to brag about. With those two things
in mind, how can we really get an honest answer?
After analyzing the surveys, we decided that
AIDS education should begin at an early stage.
The next generation of sexually active individuals
need to know everything about AIDS.
We also advise people with the slightest amount
of doubt to immediately be tested for the virus aid
act accordingly. If you think you can’t get AIDS,
you’re as good as dead.

Letters to the Editor
Contra abandonment
Editor,
The Bush Administration’s weak
Contra aid package will do little to
promote democracy in Nicaragua.
Secretary of State Baker has publicly stated that a key to his Central
American policy is to get the
Soviets to reduce their aid to the
Sandinistas, and pressure their "little brother," Fidel Castro, to do otherwise.
When Gorbachev went to
Havana recently, he condemned the
Baker plan, and said nothing about
reducing aid to the Sandinistas.
Evidence exists that the FMLN ( the
Salvadoran guerillas), which has
assassinated nine mayors in El
Salvador, is supplied by the
Sandinistas of Nicaragua. The
Sandinistas have seen the completion of the bomber base at Punta
Hume built by the Soviet Union.
Last week, internal opposition
elements in Nicaraguanow
preparing for the February 25, 1990
electionheavily protested a new
electoral law passed on April
18,which allows Sandinistas to
dominate the Supreme Electoral
Council, an all powerful body
charged with overseeing the elections.
Freedom House, a well respected
human rights organization, sponsored a bipartisan task force of eight
United States election law experts
who visited Nicaragua from April 9
to Apnl 12. The task criticized the
-w electoral law because it would
’’not provide an adequate foundation for a free and fair election in
Nicaragua."
In fact, even Cost Rica’s Foreign
Minister, Madrigar Nicto, joined in
the criticism.
The bottomline is that the Baker
sell-out of the Contras is a one-way
street. There arc no sanctions whatsoever if the Sandinistas go back on
their promises. The compromise, de
facto, betrays the Contras and the
people of Nicaragua.
Parag V. Patel
Senior
Business Management

understand that ss hih insults )0U.

universities have been open to
universities. It has been just 40
years since our elementary schools
have been desegregated. Do you
think that a whole class of people
who were denied educational and
employment oppurtunitics to be
able to pass on those types of
advantages to their children? How
can you honestlyexpect a Hispanic
father who may be a farrnworker to
sit with his child and teach him to
read?
The "white class" has had the
advantages of three to four generations of high school and college
education, while minority enrollments have been increasing only in
the last 10-15 years.
You "whites" may have succeeded by hard work, but realize that
many of the gains of the whilte
society have been on the backs of
its minority people. If whites
learned to treat people how they
want to be treated and not stereotype minorities into job-grubbing
ingrates, maybe their wouldn’t be
accusations of "affirmitive racism."
When we can look at our political, educational, and employment
systems and honestly say that
everyone can compete on equal
footing, then affirrnitive action will
ldry up and blow away of its own
accord.
Randy Martinez
Graduate
Public Administration
since

Jim Bricker
Senior
Creative Arts

Affirmitve Action
Editor,
As a person who does not normally write to newspapers. I finally
felt I had to write after Paul J.
Legerski’s letter of May 5.
Legcrski first states that "affirrnifive action has helped keep racism
alive and well in our society by not
giving qualified people jobs
because of their skin color." How
many people who are minorities in
the United States have had jobs
denied them because of their skin
color? Do you honestly believe that
the amount of racism and sexism
that exists against minorities is
smaller or the same than against
whites? Do you honestly believe
that affirmitivc action is keeping
hundreds of whites out of college?
Do you honestly believe that every
time a minority is hiredtaht there
was some white that was more qualified?
Secondly, he states that",., so we
whites should give you jobs that
you don’t deserve because of what
our grand -fathers did?" Well, there
h..:; been a whole class of minorities
who have aspired to give education
an honest try, but have been beaten
down by your great-grandfather’s
generation. It has been just 30 years

Andrew H. Channing is a Daily staff
writer

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you have an
interest in politics, social, or campus issues?
Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or
standard illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either political
cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations
for stories on a case -by-case basis, contact
Steven Musil, Forum Editor, or
Doris Kramer, Assistant Forum Editor
at 924-3280.

ALqS, THE CAPTAIN WAS 60N1
AND WASN’T ComING BACK.
1-11S STAR WARS CRuisER LAS,
GATHERING DUST IN THE
WHITE liouSE PLAVRoom

N i.

RUT THE DRUM LIVES ON,
so Log, AS MERL PS oNt
CoNTRAcT LEFT TO BE wtoTTEN

BUT WHAT TOO
WITHOUT A

CAPTAIN?

THINK !

Last laugh
Editor,
An opposing point of view, if
you will.

wE’LL ALL
HAVE TO THINK
yERke HARD.

WHAT Wokkl)
THE CAPTAIN
DO?

Sam Liu went to great lengths to
complain about "Laugh Lines" earlier this week, claiming that the
strip was disrespectful and insensitive to Asians and will "no doubt
promote racism and negative stereotypes."
Sam, I wish you would get a clue
before you would get insulted. The
humor in the edition of "Laugh
Lines" that offended him was making light of the "little blond boy
jumping and kicking around" spouting off things of a culture he knows
nothing about save what his enviromcnt has showed him, or what his
young mind has been able to
absorb. The stab was at American
culture and how well we assimilate
with others; not at Asians.
If you get insulted about someby one of my peers, at least

thing

THIA WAS THE *84ILL/ANT
PE88LES’ VAR/ANT BORN
Now ALL wE
is FoR TWE cab WAR
To sTART UP AGAIN
0

. KEEP
AT IT
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Injured vendor will return
after recovery from burns

Circus blues

By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer
A small, red fire extinguisher and
a new face at the Hugo II hot dog
stand on San Carlos and Fifth streets
are the only visible traces of the
dent that injured a vendor Tuesday
niorning.
Penelope "Penny" Roe, 19. attempted to light the bunter inside her
red and blue food cart at about 7:30
a.m.,
when
flames
suddenly
’flashed,’’ according to University.
Police Department Lt. Shannon Maloney .
In a telephone interview from her
hospital bed Tuesday. Roe speculated the propane stove’s pilot light
had gone out. and gas continued hi
spew out from the burners when she
lit a match.
However, the employee assigned
to take Roe’s place until she recovers
said the accident resulted from "accumulated gas.
Site left the gas on, and it
doesn’t take that long to cause any
combustion.’’said Hugo 11 employee Matiana Curie!.
Roe, who is not an &NC student,
suffered bums on her hair. ese-

’She’s fine. She’s had a good sense of
humor about this whole thing.’
Matiana Curie!,
fellow employee of victim
brows, face, neck, and right arm and
hand, according to the police report.
She was treated at San Jose Medical
Center and released Wednesday afternoon.
Roe’s hair was burned and is now
shorter, according to Curie’, who
visited her fellow worker in the hospital Tuesday.
Curiel said nurses at the hospital
comforted Roe, saying her hair
looked "cool, like a punk rocker."
’She’s fine:. Curie! said. "She’s
had a good sense of humor about this
whole thing.
Roe is expected to return to work
some time next week . Curie! said.
Hot dogs carts like the Hugo II are
regularly monitored by the Santa
Clara County. Fin’, notimental Health

Protester gets 5 years

Lisa issacs Daily staff photographer
Jennie Madrigal, the manager for the Royal on her radio. Yesterday’s scheduled performance
Lichtenstein Circus, listens to the weather forecast was canceled due to the threat of rain.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
’Fhe
live-year prison sentence of an antiwar protester who smashed a military computer at Vandenberg Air
Force Base was upheld Wednesday
by a federal appeals court.
In a 3-0 decision, the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals said a federal judge properly prohibited Susan
Alexis "Katy a.’ Komisaruk from introducing es idence of her motives or
her contention that the computer was
part of a weapons system that violated international law.
Komisaruk, of Berkeley, entered
an unoccupied building at the base in
Santa Barbara County in June 1987
and used a crowbar, bolt -cutters and
drill to damage a computer console
and a radar dish.
After spray -painting peace slogans on the building, she hitchhiked
back to San Francisco, held a news
conference at the Federal Building
and submitted to arrest.
Komisaruk said the computer was
a ground control center for a military

navigation sy stem sailed Nas
which she contended ss as pan of the
Star Wars antimissile system. But
the Air Force said Navstar had been
transferred to Colorado 18 months
earlier and that the computer had
been reassigned to the space shuttle
program. The Air Force estimated
daniage at $700.000.
A jury cons icted Komisaruk of
willfully
damaging
government
property. She was sentenced to five
years in prison and ordered to pay
$500,1100 ill restitution by U.S. Di’.
trict Judge William Rae. who had
excluded evidence of her moo\ e,
and her arguments under interim
tional
In upholding her conviction, the
appeals court said Komisaruk’s
claim that Navstair violated interna
Minal law was not a legal defense to
the charge.
The court also upheld Rae’s deci
sion to allow evidence of a news re
lease Komisaruk had issued describing her actions.

Presidential off-shore drilling task force will not meet in Ukiah
UKIAH, Calif. (APIThe Men- of drilling off the California coast.
docino County Board of Supervisors has planned five hearings in Califorvoted unanimously on Tuesday not nia.
to host a meeting of President Bush’s
The hearings seem certain to he
task force on oil drilling.
little more than "kangaroo courts,"
The task force, charged with mak- said Supervisor Nomian de Vail.
ing recommendations on the future
The head of the task force told the

Santa Rosa Press Democrat he probably will move the scheduled North
Coast hearing "to San Francisco. or
maybe Santa Rosa."
’I’m a little surprised.’ said Robert Kaltman, the special task force’s
executive director. w hen contacted

it’s best to get the task force out here
at his Washington, D.C.. i if I ice.
Sonoma County Supervisor Ernie to see our coast and hear our people,’’
Carpenter said.
he
will
ask
his
colCarpenter said
"We’ll give them free use of the
leagues next week to invite the panel
Veterans Memorial Building." said
to Santa Rosa.
’Even though I think we are TOO Janet Nicholas. chairwoman of the
percent opposed to drilling. I think Sonoma board.

Department Math and ComAssociation of Rock ’n’ Roll: puter Science: Speaker: Medical
V. Pacheco Imaging, 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
Meeting, 7:30 p.m .
Room. For more intormation call Room 324. For more information
call 924-5144.
287-6417.
Calmeca Project: General MeetAssociation of Rock ’n’ Roil:
Concert. noon, S.U. Amphitheater. ing, 4 p.m., Chicano Resource Center.
For more information call 824For more information call 287-6417.
8459.
Career Planning & Placement:
Math/Computer Science Club:
Co-op orientation. 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For more informa- Election of Officers, 12:30 p.m.,,
MacQuarrie Hall Room 422. For
tin call 924-6033.
more information call 924-5144 or
Jewish Student Organitation: o I 5713.
Display of information about Frad,
American Institute of AeronauFor
9 a.m.. S.U. cafeteria
tics and Astronautics: Meeting more information call 993-9539 or
election of officers, 12:30 p.m.. En
286-1531.
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Summer time
is the time to
temp.
Why not earn some extra
cash over the summer? As
;in Ado temp you can do lust
that by working when and
how often you please And
pull be eligible to earn the
same kind of pay and benefits as a full-time employee.
including health and life
insurance coverage
Working temporary at Adia on
your summer vacation will
keep you just as busy as you
want to be

SpartaGuide
TODAY

Department
According to Health SW111,01,111
Lathan Koller. food stands must
meet the follow log requirements ti
get a permit:
The type of hot dogs to be sold
must be approved.
The cart must have hot and cold
running water.
There must be clean, smooth
surfaces.
The propane stove must have
proper ventilation.
Although stand owners should
keep up their carts, the county
agency is "not really equipped" to
check the condition of stoves. Koller
said.
Exactly who should enforce propane stove safety among food carts
is a "rather gray area, he said.
Ramon Guilleh, the stand’s
owner, picked up the cart after the
early morning accident and had it
"checked out... according to Curie!.
Guilleh could not be reached for
comment.
The Cin/ano umbrella -topped cart
was back at its regular sidewalk spot
Wednesday.
Everything is in working order.
and Huin It ’is back in business.’
Curiel said

administrators. 2 p.m.. S.U. Dining
Commons.
R/PAA: Chapter Meeting, Officer
elections. 6 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room

Daily

Artist of the Week

AMA

Casual Clothing

The Employment People

$5.00 off
with this ad
offer not good on sale items
pANT 5

Original Artwork
for the Pavilion
section and
lapantown

Ado’s going to work for you

Mountain View (415) 941-7100
2570 W. El Camino Real, Ste. 205
Santa Clara
(408) 727-’985
3945 Freedom Cir., Ste. 280

21267 Stevens Creek
2554164
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WE CATER TO COWARDS
$20.00 OFF New Patient Exam

Doug Dun!

Spartan Daily

Alex J. Baumer, D.M.D.
General Dentistry
ORTHODONTIC, COSMETIC BONDING
Santa Teresa Medical Building
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 700
San Jose. 226-0424
’upon good on oral exam with new patient exam)

CoupoN
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Spartans fall again, 6-3

All wrapped up

Piraro goes for
100th victory in
weekend finale
By Matthew D Anderson
Dady Staff Wm.

"two members of the Skil. judo team. Moe
Williams and Albert Acena. grapple during a
practice. The judo team won first place in last
weekend’s National Collegiate Championships.

David Pipluns Daily staff photographer
’the team has won the competition nine of the
last 10 years, losing it only once last year. The
school’s program is considered to he one of the
best in the entire nation.

Steroids rampant in NFL, player says
- use ot
WASHINC Iics.
steroids "is riimpani ,kithin the National Football league.’ with perhaps three -fourths of linemen, linebackers and tight ends using the
muscle -building drugs in a desperate
effort to stav competitive. sass all Pro tackle Bill Helix!.
"Steroid use in football represents
a vicious cycle." the Atlanta Falcon
player told a Senate committee Tuesday. "I know there are many players
in high school, college and the NH.
who want to stop using steroids, but
they can’t or won’t because they
-don’t believe they can he competitive without them."
The Senate Judiciary Committee
also heard an estimate from former
! Pittsburgh Steeler Steve Courson
! that at least half of pro players at socalled line -of-scrimmage positions
! use steroids.
The estimates made by the two
players, however, were disputed by
two head coaches who also appeared
-as witnesses. Marty Schottenheimer

of the Kansas (’u> Chiefs and Chuck
Noll of the Steelers.
It was the committee’s second
hearing this year on the muscle building substances, initially used by
body builders and power lifters.
which were introduced into the NFL
in the 1960s when weight training
became commonplace.
A hill to ban steroids from the
mail and designate them a controlled
substance like narcotic drugs has
been introduced by committee
Chairman Joseph Biden. F) -Del,
and member Sen. Strom Thurmond.
R-S.C.
But witnesses could not agree on
how widespread the problem is.
NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle
cited an official league estimate that
6 percent to 7 percent of players use
steroids, but conceded that figure
might not be accurate.
Biden asked Schottenheimer and
Noll to comment on estimates that
50 percent to 70 percent of NFL
players use stet, a,

"I would have difficulty, Senator,
in imagining that it would be that
high," said Sehottenheimer.
"I can’t imagine that figure ,is
being completely aceurate, said
Noll.
But Fralic estimated that "exclusive of quarterbacks, running hacks
and wide receivers, it’s probahls 75
percent." He said steroid use was far
more prevalent among offensive
linemen, defensive linemen, linebackers and tight ends.
Courson also said positions requiring bulk and muscle along the
line of scrimmage are the ones with
the most steroid users at least 50
percent among linemen.

The dry spell continued for the
Spartan baseball team Tuesday with
a 6-3 loss to Sacramento State,
The Spartans (37-18) have lost 10
of their last 11 games, but their
hopes for an NCAA bid arc not over
yet.
Going into this weekend’s series
with UC Santa Barbara at Municipal
Stadium, SJSU still has a chance of
reaching its goal of being selected to
an NCAA regional championship.
The games against the Gauchos
this weekend are Friday at 1 p.m.
and Saturday and Sunday at 11 a.m.
Head Coach Sam Piraro will be
looking for his 100th victory in his
three-year tenure. Pitcher Dave
Tellers will possibly have his last
chance to gain his 12th win, which
would tie him with Mike Rusk for
the school record.
Tellers could have another chance
if the Spartans advance into the
NCAA playoffs.
In the game against the Hornets
(34-15), Division II’s third -ranked
team, SJSU jumped out to a quick
3-0 lead in the third inning on the
strength of John Brackens two -run
homer, his third of the year. The
Spartans first run scored when Ken
Henderson doubled home Mike
Gonzales in the first inning.
Larry Martinez started for the
Spartans and gave up two runs in
the fifth on a home run and an RBI
ground out.
Scott Tibbetts hit a two -run homer
in the eighth to win it for the
Hornets.
Paul Anderson (1-1) relieved
Martinez in the sixth and took the
loss. Mike Knop (3-1) and Mike
Frame (11th save) were the pitchers
for Sacramento State.
The Spartans beat the Hornets inll
innings on March12, and were hoping to take the second game which
was a make up of a rainout earlier in
the year.
The Spartans and Gauchos (29-241) are tied for fifth in the Big West
with 8-10 records. The Spartans
have lost five of their last six con-

’HUBB BARBER SHOP c
KENS
[

A

Full Service

Ticket Agency

UPCOMING EVENTS
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS
SESAME STREET LIVE
THE ROBERT CRAY BAND,FLINT CENTER/MAY 17
LIVE WRESTLING CIVIC AUDI MAY 20.
BRUCE JENNER CLASSIC MAY 22
OLYMPIC AND WORLD FIGURE SKATING / JUNE 7,8
SOAP OPERA GALA FLINT CENTER/ JULY 23
ONE STEP BEYOND TICKETS
CACTUS CLUB TICKETS

" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"

49 East San Fernando
Located near Campus Between 2nd and 3rd
Ccarge by phone 286 2600

318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 % off Nexxus Products
THE CALENDAR SAYS
MOTHERS DAY,
SAY I LOVE YOU.
fYOU
GIVE YOUR MOTHER THE GIFT
/OF

r

(

i

Isaacs Daily

staff photographer

ference games while UCSB has won
six league games in a row.
The matchups this week have
UNLV playing at Long Beach State
and CSU Fullerton playing at
Fresno State.
UNLV and Fullerton arc tied for
third with 10-8 records.
Based on how things have gone in
conference play, the league leaders
(LBSU and Fresno) have a good
chance of sweeping or taking twoout -of-three games this weekend.
If the Spartans can sweep UCSB
then there is a shot at a three way tie
for third. Based on the strength of
the Big West Conference, at least
three, and probably four teams will
go to the NCAA’s.
"If we win three," Piraro said. "and

Frcsno sweeps Fullerton, and Long
Beach does the same, that puts us in
third place. Combined with our 40
wins and third place finish they
should take us. But it’s going to be
tough."
In addition to winning his 12th
game, Tellers can also move into
second place for innings pitched in a
season.
He needs seven- and two-thirds
innings pitched to accomplish that.
Relief pitcher Bill Bentely needs
one save to break the season mark
for saves, and two saves to break the
career mark for saves.
Center fielder Andy Coan is four
stolen bases away from second
place on the season stolen base list.
He has 30.

1

TUES - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM -4 PM

West Box Office

Lisa

5,151 ’s Moe tellers will try to equal the school record for most wins in a
season as the Spartans wrap up their regular season this weekend,

FLOWERS THIS SUNDAY.

City Center florist
295-4321
CORNER OF E. SANTA CLARA ST. SC NINTH
SAN JOSE, CA.
we can meet out of town needs

ATTENTION

FOREIGN STUDENTS
The Immigration Service requires all "F"
visa students to officially extend their
permit to stay in the United States if:
You have been in this country for 8+ years
-You have been here longer than the period
of study specified on the last 1-20 issued by
this University that was processed by the INS.
*There is an automatic extension of this date
by 6 months for programs of two years
or less; 1 year for programs of four years
or less and 18 months for programs of more
than four years.
Please contact the Foreign Student Office
(Adm 201) before June 30 if you believe you
might need to officially extend your stay.

THEATER, SPORTS, CONCERTS

JOB$ JOB$ JOB$
SUMMER

TEMPORARY

Part -Time $
Hundreds Cl Jobs
Bonus Programs
Excellent Pay Rates

HERE COME THE -6 RAD

71153-1-= -

PERMANENT
It’s that time of year again when
warmer weather is on the way in
and grads are on their way out.
Now you can help make their
departure a special one by placing
a special personalized message in
the Spartan Daily.
Tell your grad just how proud you
really are about their achievements
with a GRAD AD in a special
graduation section of the Spartan
Daily on May 17.

Over 2000 Client Companies
Various Industries
Immediate Openings
Entry Level or Experienced

Maior Silicon Valley Employers
No Fee Charged

Clerical, Secretarial, Industrial,
Accounting, Word Processing,
Technicians, General Labor,
Receptionists & Manufacturing

GOLDEN WEST
G.W. AGENCY
3140 De La Cruz Blvd #110
SANTA CLARA
980-9555

3396 Stevens Creek Blvd Ste 1
SAN JOSE
248-7550

1398 El Camino Real
MOUNTAIN VIEW
(415) 969-4242

39170 Fremont Blvd
FREMONT
(415) 745-9500

assairr

To place your Grad Ad in the
Spartan Daily,stop by the GRAD AD
booth in front of the Student Union
between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.;
today thru friday.

Order forms may be turned in to the
Spartan Daly, DBH 207, up until Friday, May 12.

I WANT PEOPLE
WHO NEED TO
EARN A HIGH INCOME.
San Jose/San Francisco territories. Let your
Business, Marketing or Advertising Degree
open the door to a successful sales career.
We are the nations largest paging company.
We offer base salary, plus commission, auto
allowance, expenses and full benefits. Send
resume to:
Sales Manager
353 Vintage Park Dr. Suite #1
Foster City, Ca. 94404
Metromedia
Paging Services
' A Southeestym Bell Company

1ai ly
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Canseco’s wrist faces
surgery to remove bone

Club Soda’s saucers ready to fly
School club fights
for college champs
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By Matthew I). Anderson
Daily stall writer
A wave of flying saucers will appear over the fields of South Campus this weekend. Hundreds of
them.
And SJSU’s Club Soda, the
29th -ranked Ultimate frisbee team
in the country, will be one of the
teams throwing and catching them.
The Spartans, who sport a uniform of hot pink shirts and royal
blue pants, will be competing in
the West Regional Collegiate
Championships.
They will be hosting the event.
which features 16 mens teams and
eight women’s teams competing
for the right to play in the National
Collegiate Championships.
The sport is not NCAA sponsored.
Ultimate frisbee is a fast growing sport that has a little bit of all
Spoils mixed in.
It has the running of soccer, the
moves of basketball and the defense of football. The layout of the
field is similar to a football field.
end zones included.
Seven players make up a side.
The team that has the disk (frisbee)
must advance, via pass, towards
the endzone.
If the receiving team drops the
disk or makes a bad throw, or has
the disk intercepted, a change of
possession occurs.
When a disk is caught. the reciever has the choice of taking twoand -a-half steps and throwing to
another player or establishing a
pivot foot and releavng the disk
within 10 seconds.
Games go to 15 points. arid each
game must be won by two, with

SAN FRANCISCO tAPi
American League MVP Jose Canseco, hoping to put an end to problems with his left VklIst faces surgery to remove pan ot a small bone
that has kept him out ot the Oakland
Athletics’ lineup this season
Canseeo, who mimed tns wrist
during spring training. wasted no
time alter an examination Tuesday
confirmed a fracture ot the hamate
bone. Surgery was planned for
Wednesday.
The A’s and Canseco, who last
year became the first player to hit 40
homers and steal 40 bases in a season, had hoped that six weeks of rest
and treatment would strengthen the
three -quarter-inch bone. But white
batting for the Hunts% lIe Stars on
Sunday, Canseco felt a sharp pain in
his wrist and flew back to the San
Francisco Bay area to consult with
his doctors.
Although Canseco could be out
for two months after the operation,
A’s general manager Sandy Alderson was relieved a decision finally
had been made.
’Es -en with this type int problem,
certainty is better than uncertainty."
he said.
The surgery at Children’s Hospital
ar
Bill lent, right, a member of SJSU’s Ultimate
Frisbee team, attempts to block a pass by a UC
each end tone catch worth one
point.
The games have no time limit
and there are no referees.
Some of the teams slated to compete this weekend are UC Berkley,
the No. 2 team in the nation, and
two other top-five teams, UC
Davis and Stanford. University of
Pennsy Ivania is ranked No. I .
The Spartans are coming off a
tough loss to UC Berkley in which
they lost 15-13 in overtime.

u yytn
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Santa Cm/ player. The club will compete this
weekend in the west regionals.

Glenn Mo’ Shephard. a senior
studying civil engineering, is the
club president and team captain of
the Spartan club.
"It is a new sport that lacks exposure," he said. " It encompasses
all the sports: running, throwing,
and catching. That’s why it’s
called the Ultimate. You have to
have overall athletic ability to he
able to play...
The game is growing in popularity. Shephard said, and will soon

reach national recognition.
"The sport will be played in the
1992 Olympics." he said. "
would like to see it offered as a
class to get more &1St ’ students involsed.The team practice, MI Tlle1da s,
Thursdays and Fridays at 4 p.m. at
Williams Street Park.
The team could use more people
and welcomes anyone to come out
and learn more about the game.
Shephard said.

Head of NBA players association lauded at funeral
NEW YORK (AP) - - Sen. Bill
Bradley, D-N.J., speak ng at the funeral of Larry Fleisher, founder and
longtime head of the 9HA players
association, called his old friend, the
most successful union leader of the

211th century.
"In 1967. my first year, the average salary was $9.400." Bradley
said Monday. "Next year. it will be
over $600.000, all because of Larry
Fleisher. He conceived a strategy

and held the players together in col
lective bargaining. He built a monument to honesty, common sense.
persistence and the power of solidarity."

illieliniN,e the hook at the top ol
the hamate. It was to he pertOrmed
by Dr. Bill Green. assisted by team
- the same
orthopedist Rick Bost
team that performed an identical operation on Jose’s identical twin
brother. Ozzie.
Jose suffered a fracture of the
haroate a few day s after Ozzie broke
the same bone.
Rehabilitation would begin after
about six weeks, and Canseco
should he ready to play after the All.
Starbreak. Alderson said.
"We lust went through the calculation sx ith Ozzie." Alderson said.
s after the operation. he
was ;kris ated in Hunts% ille and
began playing."
Canseco went to Huntsville. in the
AA -level Southern League, last
week to test the a Fist and felt pain
when he ’OA Ling in his second game
on Sunday . He immediately suspected he’d need surgery and returned to the San Francisco Bay area
to hear the doctors’ opinion.
Their verdict of surgery left Manager Tony I .a Russa unfazed.
"I feel exactly the Sallie as I have
all along... he said. "There are some
thim2s sni t..an’t help and you can’t
mush. and this is one of them "

Rijo’s pitching improves
thanks to father-in-law
CINCINN Fl (Al’)
Jose Rim
is pitching more like a Hall of
Fanner, and it’s not just coincidence.
Rijn, an erratic thrower for ,ears
in the Oakland organization, has
been taking lessons on the art of
pitching from his tather-in-law. Hall
ol Varner Juan Marichal. The Cincinnati Reds are enjoying the spectacular results.
Rijo. 3-0. allowed just two hits
over seven innings Monday night to
help the Reds blank the struggling
New York Mets 34) on a combined
four -hitter. He struck out nine hatters -- the most by a Cincinnati

pitcher this season
and walked
three as he sent the Mets to their second consecutive shutout.
The right-hander has won his last
three starts after four no-decisions,
has lowered his earned run average
Ii, 1 4.5. and improved his career statistic, against the Mets to 4-0 in
seven stuns with a 1.84 earned run
as eralle since he came to Cincinnati
before the 1988 season.
’ He’s got nasty stuff," Manager
Pete Rose said. "He’s got some of
the best heat in the league w hen he
wants to reach hack .’

Dols THE NEXT MISS .U,1ERTCA

AV 1 LND S .1 .3 .r(1.?
Over $5,000,000.00 available annually nationwide

Part Time Summer/Year Round Positions

Pcxlciway

Putlzag

tytilmto

REQUIREMENTS:

" Single women, age 17- 25
* Reside, work or attend school in Santa Clara

FOR MORE INFO:

Call 249-4752 or 244-6840
Deadline: June 30th

Int.

Immediate opportunity for P/T package handlers in Milpitas.
RPS is a )ational small package company in the San Jose area.
Ideal hairs for students: 4:30am-9:30am, pays $6.50 per hour
plus $1.00 per hour educational assistance after 30 days.
Applic:nts must be able to load up to 60 lb. boxes. For more
inform.:tion, please contact:

Roadway Package Systems
(408) 263-2074
’Addtional information available at career planning and placement.’

INS

- ROADWAY PACKA(iE SYSTEM --

THE MISS SANTA CLARA PAGEANTA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

PULLING TOGETHER
The Quest to be the Best is a Team Effort

TERM

HARVEMS

1-(ARVEYS RESORT HOTEL/CASINO, located in beautiful Lake Tahoe, will have represent olives at San Jose State University on May 11, 1989 to conduct interviews for full-time and
summer postions. Employment opportunities are available in the following areas:
Food & Beverage, Hotel Casino, Dealers (1 week SC1001)
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Center to set up an interview and ask about our.

$200.00SUMMER INCENTIVE

SAN JOSE CITY

COLLEGE
Summer Session
3 -week session June 7-27
6-week session June 28- Aug 3
Only $5 per unit
Many general education transfer courses
offeredsmall classes, flexible schedules
"I VIII take two courses this summer as part of my
VCC has the
NO scholarship requirements.
b4tfacsiiry and administrators around."
1kgil Dizon, sophomore, majoring in business
inistration, AS Director of Academics and
itmber of Filipino Club. Virgil is in active service
nth the US Navy and will continue his studies at
On Jose State.

Register today
Call 288-3700 or visit Admissions Office
(Show SJSU ID for express registration.)

Be a part of the winning
team. Harvey’s the newest
and best resort hotel/casino
at Lake Tahoe has openings
in the food, beverage, hotel,
and casino departments.
(Summer seasonal positions
also available - great for
college students.)
Meet with our managers and
department heads to discuss
your future with Harvey’s
and the excitement working
at beautiful Lake Tahoe. You
could become a part of
Harvey’s winning team.

San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue
(at Highway 280)
San Jose, CA 95128

J
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CELEBRATEI
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TOO

CELEBRATE
Pavilion’s Grand Opening

WIN THE CARS THAT
EVERYBODY AND THEIR
MOTHER WANT TO OWN!
WIN 2 BRAND NEW ALMADEN
MAZDA RX-7 CONVERTIBLES!
REGISTER AT ANY OF
THE PAVILION SHOPS
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ONLY!

illiM4161

Coronas and
All Domestic Beers
A,4

2,00

Top floor of the Pavilion
overlooking 1st. St.
150 S. 1st. #266
286-0766
10% Student Discount with Valid I.D.

NAUNbo
DO

0

Imagine cruising campus in a shiny new Mazda RX-7 convertible!
Or, doing Downtown with the top down! You could be the lucky
winner of two Mazda RX-7 convertibles from Almaden Mazda
and the Pavilion Shops. Register to win Saturday and Sunday at
any Pavilion Shop store or restaurant. Every hour one finalist will
be drawn and given a key that could unlock the door to a shiny
new Mazda RX-7. Register by 4 p.m. on Mother’s Day, Sunday,
May 14 for a chance to become a finalist, and you could try your
key and your luck at winning a pair of sporty convertibles. Five
keys will open the door, and the holders of these five keys will
return at 4:30 p.m. when one of these keys will start the engine.
The finalist that starts the engine wins both Mazda RX-7 convertibles!

BRAS II_
discover
the
beauty.
At The Pavilion
150 S. First Street

ARTS AND CRAFTS
FROM BRAZIL
San Jose

NIMI=11111M11111111111111=1

PAVILION
SHOPS
aunaoen
RIMS 94.5 mama

trait ot die Nen thus Olin
First and San Fernando
At Fairmont Plait
Downtown San lose

ritry deadline Sundry May It at 400 p in No purchase necessary YOU need not he present to our You must be at least IS yems.of age to enter. Employees of
5 Nationwide ( ommunications Inc Almaden Muds Plitt. Inc and their immediate
M S Mangement Associate, Inc Any of the Pavilion Shops KVVSS Radio
affidavit of eligibility and liability release Prizes are not transferable Winner is responsible for all
,a1,111111 are ineligible to win Winners may be requiled to execute an
request at the Pavilion Shops Management Office
upon
available
prizes
Ott,
rules
the
i ial entry
applicable lanes associated with

COLORS OF BENTTON
For "The Pavilion" Grand Opening Ifers a
20% DISCOUNT on any item in lock at
The Pavilion or at Vallco Fashion Park Nnetton
stores to all San Jose S.U. studentsand a
FREE Duffle Bag with $100. purchase.
Valid thru May 31 - MUST BRING TH1 AD
(Discount off regular price items) We also have alo fee
layaway plan and we do alterations Free Of Charge.
mmumunuman

y. Ma% tr. 19)(9/Spartan Daily
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ETHE GRAND OPENING OF THE PAVILION SHOPS
I

THE REVIVAL OF DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
ODAY THROUGH SUNDAY, MAY 11 - 14!

SUMMER COLORS OF BENETTON
FOR MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

#39 The Pavilion
150 South First St.
San Jose
293-7919

THE PAVILION - VALLCO FASHION PARK

VISIT OUR NEW STORE IN

THE

PAVILION

DOWNIOWN SAN JOSE

Free sachet with any SI5 purchase.
lult .upplit, 1.1.4 )

Vidok;;

Check out
our wide selection
of top name brand
SUNGLASSES & ACCESSORIES

4

15% OFF ANY PURCHASF
WITH THIS AD
ft

00kf

--ONE PER CUSTOMER--

415"rii1311..
VMS SUNG
150 S. First St.
Suite 237

The Beauty
Supply Store
& Salon
Mother’s Day Sp(’
Treat your mom to a manicure
and shell receive a free gift bag.

NI

20% off all products

M-F 10-7
Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

(Offer good May 11-15)

The Pavilion
Free 2 hour parking validation

San Jose

998-8031

I
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Lifest le

arts-entertainmen features

Local band Colour Scream on the brink of the big time
11 Phillip Best
from that album, "Dance No More."
I, D..
The music world is taking notice should be released by July, and radio
I,
of a San Jose band called Colour stations 91X in San Diego and
Scream, and SJSU students will get KROQ in Los Angeles have
a chance to sec them play for free in promised to play it, Long said.
Material for a second album has
the Student Union Ampithcatre at
been completed, Long said; the band
noon today.
is
raising
the money to record it.
The show will be a prelude of
sorts for what could turn out to be Making a good impression on the
.. the band’s most important perfor- record executives at Saturday’s show
could solve that problem.
mance to date.
-I
Long, a 1988 graduate of SJSU,
Frontman Mike Long said that
, representatives from such stalwart hopes the return to his alma mater
’ recording labels as RCA, Chrysalis, will drum up support for the Cactus
and Geffen will be in attendance at Club appearance.
The band recently returned from
Colour Scream’s headlining show
Saturday night at the Cactus Club in Southern California, where they
played at the California College
downtown San Jose.
The band released its first album, Radio Convention in Santa Barbara,
"Living and Dying," last September and at a club called Coconut Tcasicr
on the independent Whet Reign in I lollywood.
Other venues for the band in
Records label. All of the 1000
April included the Oasis in San Jose,
copies pressed were sold.
The single from that record, New George’s in San Rafael and
. Across the Sky," was listed in Berkeley Square.
Long, 26, started Colour Scream
7., KITS Live 105 radio’s top 105 songs
,, for 1988. Steve Masters, disc jock- two years ago with his brother
ey at the station, said the listener Mark, 24, who plays drums. In the
response to the song was "awe- summer of 1988, keyboardist Asa
Sanchez and bassist Jeff Watson,
some."
A dance remix of a second song both 19, joined the band.

Each member has different musical influences, but they all share a
youthful exuberance and optimism
that energizes their live shows. The
message conveyed in their lyrics,
however, is anything but immature.
Absent from their music are the
themes of rowdy parties and sexual
promiscuity.
"When people leave our shows
we don’t want them to feel like
they’ve just been stroked," Mike
said. "We want them to think about
some things."
The feeling behind "Listen.
Listen" is exemplary of the band’s
sensitive perspective.
"It’s a song about society; it’s a
song about how chaotic it is .. . and
how sometimes things don’t make
much sense, but there is still hope
amongst all that confusion," Mike
said. "The words are kind of disturbing, but it is an honest statement
about life."
Colour Scream’s show Thursday
is the last presentation of the
semester sponsored
by the
Association of Rock ’n’ Roll at
SJSU.

band, Colour Scream, will perform at the Student Union amphitheater today

Musician expresses emotions of bitter past in solo album
By Andy Nystrom
Daly staff writer

\ look’

For some musicians, writing
songs can be a joyful experience.
In Bob Mould’s case, a great deal
of pain and anger is displayed on his
debut solo album, "Workbook."
The 28 -year-old singer/songwriter is no
amateur
when
it
comes to
these emo- Music Review
tions, as his
former 9:1011.
band
Husker Du
was enveloped in them.
After the trio’s break-up in 1987,
many stories of hatred within the
band were spread around the music
world.

Mould has since put those
Husker days and problems behind
him, but some of the songs on
"Workbook" reflect that bitter past.
This is hauntingly shown on the
tracks "Poison Years," "Heartbreak a
Stranger" and "Sinners and Their
Repentances."
"Poison Years" contains some
lyrics that directly address his old
band mates:
"I throw it all away (Don’t talk to
me no more)/ The more I think, the
less I’ve got to say (I don’t remember you no more)/ About these poison years: it’s just a memory."
These words arc matched perfectly with Mould’s bracing vocals and
musical arrangemenLs to accentuate
the dark feeling in the song.
His voice is also the most dominating force behind the album, and

could rank as one of the most original ever submitted to vinyl.
On several songs it’s as if there is
no sct pattern in placing the vocals
alongside the music; only that they
will come out in some formfrequently in shrieks of passion.
Another notable feature of
"Workbook" is Mould’s diverse guitar playing.
Like his vocals, he can go all out
on one song and still bring everything to a soft whisper on another.
Ranging from the opening acoustic instrumental "Sunspots" to the
chaotic finale "Whichever Way the
Wind Blows," it’s obvious that
Mould is making his variety of personal styles known.
And it would seem this is important to him, as he is trying to make a
name for himself alonenot with a

of the album, there are some weaknesses that cause a few of the songs
to drag a little.
It seems that Mould tries to fit
too many tempo changes into several of the songs like "Wishing Well"
and "Brasilia Crossed With
Trenton."
These arc minor flaws of Mould’s
initial
solo
sketchings
in
"Workbook," and he has plenty of
time to perfect his tremendous musical ability.
And he knows that things will
only get tougher as time progresses,
as noted on "Whichever Way the
Wind Blows":
"If ever you travel that road/ You
better keep over your side/ And
keepin’ your hands on the wheel/
That be a long road to ride."

band.
On the melodic pop number "See
A Little Light," he expresses this
feeling of moving on:
"But look how much we’ve
grown/ I guess I should have
known/ As the years go by, they take
their toll on you/ Think of all the
things we wanted to do/ And all the
words we said/ yesterday/ That’s a
long time ago."
While Mould is the centerpiece
of "Workbook," there are some other
musicians who lend their talent to
the 11 songs.
For example, the biting cello
work of Jane Scarpantoni and
pounding bass lines by Tony
Maimonc blend in well on the songs
"Dreaming, I Am" and "Lonely
Afternoon."
Aside from the many highlights
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Best bets in live music

Legendary blues artist plays at SJSU
By Elena M. Dunivan
Deify staff wrIbM
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Many of those belonging to the
younger generation may not know
his name, but if you’ve heard the
works of Eric Clapton, Carlos
Santana, Robert Cray, or Jeff Beck,
you’ve heard his music.
Otis Rush. A man whose influence has had a profound effect on
what we hear today.
True blues fans regard the name
with reverence.
With a career spanning over three
decades, he is a legend in his own
time.
As a boy, Rush said he used to
steal his brother’s guitar and teach
himself how to play, being careful
afterward to place the tuning keys in
their original position.
But Rush will humbly tell you
he’s "just another guitar player still
trying to learn."
Rush appeared as headliner for
SJSU’s ninth annual Fountain Blues
Festival last Sunday, and according
to Ted Gehrke, Associated Students
Program Board advisor, it was a
long-awaited performance.
Gehrke said he had been trying to
book Rush since he saw the blues
great in Chicago five years ago.
"I think Rush is the best blues
guitarist I have ever seen," Gehrke
said. "A lot of guitarists are egotistical, playing too much or too little.
But this guy was perfect."
In a backstage interview before
his performance, Rush maintained
his humble attitude.
"Playing the blues is just a livin’,
just a job," he said. "And it’s legal."
Tall and dressed in a cowboy
hat, vest, slacks, with big diamond
rings on either hand and wearing
dark glasses, Rush’s appearance may
seem intimidating. However, after
talking with this quiet and private
man, one realizes he is a man who
has not only played the blues for
over 30 years; he has lived them.
" My music talks talks about
life. That’s everything from age one
to a hundred. I’m not trying to be
funny, that’s just the way it is,"

‘Playin’ the blues is
just a living, just a
job. And it’s legal.’

Otis Rush,
blues guitarist

he said.
Rush said that while he doen’t
play because he is blue, there are
times when he is sad when he goes
on the stage.
"I went on stage (when), my
mother died. I went on stage (when)
my brother had a stroke. I went on
stage (when) my sweetheart left me.
I went on stage (when) my family
left me," Rush said. "But when I go
on stage, I’m able to push all that
aside and play. The music sort of
eacPs my pain. But I know what I’m
supposed to do, so I play it."
Rush said hopes the audience can
relate emotionally to what he is
playing.
"I want them to feel what I’m
playing. To feel what I feel."
In the early 1980s Rush took a
reclusive leave from regular performances due to overwhelming personal problems. He returned in
1985 with a rejuvenated spirit to
appear in the San Francisco Blues
Festival, which was captured on a
live album.
Addicted to the blues music,
Rush said he is on the road "quite a
bit," and he will have a new album
out hopefully by next year.
"I play because I love to play the
blues," Rush said. "I love to do it
’cause it’s my style. I developed my
own style."

Mark Stuciyvin Daily staff photographe
Otis Rush plays at annual Fountain Blues Festival Sunday.

Pavilion opening today
"A Salute to San Jose State, musical performances. and comedy acts mill he featured this
weekend at the grand opening of
downtomn San Jose’s Pa’. lion
Shops.
Festivities will begin today at
noon with the official grand open
ing. The SJSU Choraliers N ill per
form during the ribbon cutting
From 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.. the
Spartan Pep Band and other nnisi
clans will perform.
On Friday at noon, the Santa
Clara County Transit Anthill-its
will dedicate an antique trolley for
downtom n.
At 5:30 p.m.. the ia// hand In
terplay and the Irish folk singing
group Shanachie mill perform,
along with comedians front the
last
Saturday will feature "A Salute

The Student Union and the A. S. Program Board with
WHIR

and

c.%0C0
present
Vk

01/4

to the Arts.- ss ith the Saft
Civil: Light Opera. Opera San
Jose. the San Jose Sy mplions
Double Brass Quintet. San Jose
Cleveland Ballet. the San Jose
Repertory. Theater, and the San
Jose Flamenco Society scheduled
to perform. Performances mill
begin at I 1 a. ii.
On Sunday. the Pas
Shops
Nill give assay tmo Maida RN- 7
cony ertibles. The dram mg mill
take place at 4:311p iii
Other prues inc hi& jeNCIF), .
eluding a diamond ring, to he
given away by 15 di,’,’. lit,’’,’. n iem
e’er, Dram ’figs N ill take place at 3
p.m. on Sunday
Tours of downtomn buildings.
including the Fox Theater. St. Joseph’s (*athedral and the ( ;nadalupe River Park mill he offered
Thursday. Friday. and Saturdas

Aside from last Sunday’s Blues opening the show; tickets are $13 in
Festival, San Jose hasn’t exactly advance and $16 at the door.
On the other end of the musical
been billed as the "entertainment
capital of the world" lately.
spectrum is the melodic metal of
There is hope, as this weekend’s Quecnsryche, who headline the San
music agenda should at least put it Jose Civic Auditorium(145 W. San
in running for the title.
Carlos St.) Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Our fair city will undergo a transComing off its supporting role on
formation of sorts, as the area will Metallica’s recent U.S. tour, the
be invaded by an array of noisy gui- Seattle -based outfit has finally
tars and spandex -clad rockers over reached headlining status.
the next few days.
While the band, and vocalist
Although the weekend doesn’t Geoff Tate, have received much critofficially begin until tomorrow, ical attention lately, they might be
music fans should definitely consid- seriously blown away by openers
er letting loose tonight.
Warrant.
The Replacements are back after
With its debut album "Dirty,
a two-year absence and will be Rotten, Filthy, Stinking Rich," the
shaking the walls of One Step band has practically secured its spot
Beyond(1400 Martin Ave.) in Santa as the next big thing in metal.
Clara at 9:30 p.m.
The band mixes the classic ’70s
With a recent release on Sire influences of Thin Lizzy, Aerosmith
Records, "Don’t Tell A Soul," the and Cheap Trick with melodic
Minneapolis natives have come a vocals, to produce a highly-addiclong way since its chaotic beginning tive dose of rock.
some nine years ago.
Vocalist Jani Lane is quite the
"Don’t Tell A Soul," the band’s showman also, and he should get the
sixth album, shows a more laid back crowd going on songs like "32
and acoustic direction than its previ- Pennies," "Down Boys" and "So
ous material.
Damn Pretty(Should Be Against the
And it will be interesting to hear Law)."
new songs like "Back to Back" and
Tickets are $18.50 in advance
Achin’ to Be," along with old laves and at the door.
"Color Mc Impressed" and "I Will
Also of interest this weekend are:
Dare," in a live atmosphere.
Honeymoon Killers and Buck
Let’s only hope that band kingpin Naked and the Bare Bottom Boys at
Paul Westerberg and crew are at its Marsugi’s (399 S. First St.) on
rocking best tonight, as the ’Mats Saturday.
don’t come around these parts too
Lions and Ghosts at the Cactus
often.
Club(417 S. First St.) on Sunday.
The Royal Crescent Mob are
Andy Nystrom

Pryor to release new film
1.0S ANGLIIS 1AP)
Richard disappointing critics in recent years
Pryor. a tufa-rate comic actor N ho hy appearing in the likes of
seems lately to have gotten stuck in "Bremster’s Millions.’’ "Critical
secm’d’"etihuiis,sms he hopes his Condition," and "Moving."
career is taking a turn for the heifer
In "See Ni’ Evil, Hear No Evil"
ss ith his nest mil ino’. les
Pryor plays a blind newsstand opera
Pryor is reunited m ith ’ ’Stu tor r% lit) v ith his deaf partner.
Craty" star Gene Wilder in "See Wilder. Nitnesses a murder.
Ni’ Es it. Hear Ni, I:’. ii,’’ opening
’1 hayerit seen Gene in a long
’Fluirsday nationwide, and is to ap- woe. so it’s good to work with hini
pear mith Eddie Murphy later this again, and I’m very happy about the
year in "Harlem Nights."
may this turned out.’’ said Pryor.
"It’s going good so far. I’m sur"I hope I made the uh
richt
prised." said Pryor. ’a ho has been decision!" Pryor said.

BEAT THE DROUGHT,
GO WITH "THE DRY’

the 2nd Annual Student Union
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With

TODAY!

Host

Fred Reiss
Paradise Beach
Mobile D.J.
12 Noon

May 11, 1989
3:00 p.m.
Student Union
Aquatics Center
Sign up at Pool Office

Surf Contest
at 1:00 p.m.
with Paradise Beaches’
own Surf Board Machine.
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or S.U. Directors Office

Music by the
Shockwaves
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Leno: comedy is his bag of chips
By Elena M. Dunivan
Deity salt tenter
Whether loved or despised, the
guy is great for a laugh.
And yes, Cool Ranch is his
favoite flavor of Doritos.
Jay Leno, a former mechanic
who is now one of today’s top comedians and guest host of the Tonight
Show, once appeared at SJSU in his
early days. But this time Stanford
University got him for a mere
$25,000, according to Ted Gerhke,
SJSU’s Program Board Advisor.
Leno delivered a bellyful of
laughs to a responsive crowd at
Stanford’s Frost Amphitheatre April
29th with his sarcastic, down-toearth humor, covering everything
from world hunger to the time he
brought home the wrong kind of
napkins for Thankgiving dinner.
Although Leno’s Stanford
appearance was in affiliation with
SJSU’s Program Board, there was no
financial connection involved, said
Concerts Director Naomi Yomtov.
In a backstage interview before
the show, an obviously nervous
Leno
said he has never had a conflict
with what he was doing and what he
wanted to do.
"I always assumed I’d have some
goofy day job and do comedy just at
night," Leno said. "But this is what
I’ve always liked to do. I never
wanted to be a modern dance teacher and do comedy on the side."
Dressed in a black suit and red
tie, with an overgrown haircut and
temarkably blue eyes, Lcno said he
1)as no plans for expanding his
Gamer into movies.
"I’ve got a day job, and I like
what I’m doing."
Although he may now average
300 concert performances annually,
things weren’t always this good.
, Spending his earlier years in

Boston, he attended Emerson
College, where he majored in
"Speech Therapy and Severe
Dipthong."
But Leno lost interest in college.
"Like everyone else’s parents, my
parents wanted me to have something to fall back on in case comedy
didn’t work out," he said.
It did.
He hit the local curcuits, playing
night clubs and coffee houses, and
eventually hit the comedy factories
in New York, where his popularity
grew. Moving to L.A. paid off. It
was there he became a "star attraction," and signed an exclusive contract with NBC.
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Gabler."
Comparing stage with film, the
actress said. "The core of the
actor is the same, but everything
else is so different.
"The theater is about the audience. In a way it feels like going
out to a boxing ring; you’ve got to
fight for your place, where film is
more intimate."
Are there any parts she’s dying
to play’?
"I just pick the most interesting
script that conies my way." Miss
Davis said. "I never lie in bed
thinking. ’I’d like to do that son
of thing in front of a camera.’ I’m
more excited by what the writer is
trying to say.’
Most recently, Miss Davis
completed filming on "Georgia,"
a thriller for which no release date
has been set.
She’s cut back on her work
schedule since the birth of her
son, Jack. 20 months ago. He and
her husband, actor Colin Ends.
accompanied Miss Davis to Los
Angeles.
But she’s never lost her childhood fascination with acting. In
some ways, it still dominates her
life.
"I would hope so. to be dominated by the work you’ve chosen." Miss Davis said. "It can’t
be single-minded; you just make
more COM.

Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!

IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University.
From the durable, full-function IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model 80 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applications.
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When
Judy Davis was a little girl growing up in Australia, she thought it
would be fun to be an actress, although hard to make a living at it.
After receiving Oscar and
F.mmy nominations and winning
two British Academy Awards, the
star of such films as "A Passage
to India" and "My Brilliant Career" has found the opposite to be
true.
"I thought it was easy, that you
got a part and did it." said Miss
Davis. currently making her U.S.
stage debut in Tom Stoppard’s intellectual thriller "Hapgood,"
through July 9 at the James A.
Doolittle Theatre in Hollywood.
"I didn’t realize there would be
all this agony.
"I think the emotional commitment’s pretty hard, to take on
someone e I s emotional journey
or turmoil, to take it inside you
mid put otirsell through it. "
Miss D.n is said. Perhaps, she
said. that’s why actors sometimes
seem temperamental to outsiders.
clots are very v ulnerable
creatures.- she said. "You have
It) keep the child alive in you,

alive and well.’’
In "Hapgood." she plays a
British spymaster caught up in
conflicting loyalties. She’s also
called upon to pose as her own
nonexistent twin sister, a rolewithin-a-role that she handles with
seeming ease.
"Really. I just used my imagination," Miss Davis said. "I had
an image of what he (the playwright) was trying to portray."
Miss Davis may well be the
envy of many perfonners, having
landed some of the most challenging parts for a young actress of the
past 10 years.
There was the rebellious young
writer in Gillian Armstrong’s
"My Brilliant Career,’ which
won miss Davis two British Academy Awards; the sexually troubled pivotal figure in David
Lean’s "A Passage to India."
which brought an Oscar nomination; and the young Golda Meir
in "A Woman Called Golda," for
which she received an F.mmy
nomination.
A graduate of the National Institute of Dramatic Art in Sydney,
she has also won best actress
awards front the Australian Film
Institute for "Winter of Our
Dreams.’
"Kangaroo’.
and
"High Tide." as well as appearing on stage in "Miss Julie."
"King Lear" and "Hedda

Students Faculty Staff

FREE
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quite simply...TWO OF THE
SANTA CLARA
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RESTAURANTS
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tant? I don’t like the idea of ’Gee,
someone famous got injured. Maybe
it should be a law."
Leno said he is not against helmet wearing, but rather is against
the state government creating a poliJay Leno, cy making it a requirement.
"I wear a helmet, but should the
comedian
government tell mc I have to wear
This 39-year-old performer does- one? No. It’s just a matter of personn’t think it is more difficult to break al choice."
Lem when new to the West
into comedy now than it was when
Coast thought Bob’s Big Boy "was a
he first began his career.
"Anyone who wants to go into place for gays," said he believes it is
comedy should just try to get as necessary for today’s comedians to
much stage time as possible, on the write their own material, as he does.
"Comedy is like music nowadays.
radio, anywhere," he said.
Leno lives happily with Mavis Just being a singer isn’t good
Nicholson, his wife of nine years, enough, you have to be a singerand is the proud owner of a 1955 songwriter. The days of people just
Buick Roadmaster. He also owns being good singers are pretty much
seventeen motorcycles, and gone."
although he wears a helmet, Lcno
has joined in the fight to ban helmet
laws, even in light of the recent
accident involving actor Gary
Busey.
"People fall down every day,"
Leno said."You mean if important
people fall down it is more imporBuy IBM" PS/2"
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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Ears
From page I
her ability to communicate that
Branney often uses her hands even
when conversing with the hearing.
She smiles often when spoken to
and sometimes breaks into a laugh as
her hands move rapidly.
Her casual, short hairstyle and
comfortable clothing accommodate
her busy schedule.
The dynamic graduate student
dashes about with her backpack
slung over her shoulder. When she
finds a free moment, she pulls out a
book and uses the time to study.
SJSU senior Leonard Wyczalek,
24, attends two classes with Branney
as his interpreter. She is one of three
interpreters he works with this semester. Wyczalek is a business
major, minoring in photojournalism.
Wyczalek describes Branney as a
professional interpreter who is flexible. He considers her a friend.
"She has a sense of humor," he
said.
With her students. Branney will
improvise a sign to convey a term
when one does not exist.
She recently created a sign to convey the word "portrait," which was
mentioned repeatedly during a photography lecture she was interpreting
for one student.
After presenting the sign to the
student, she asked him to spell the
word back to be certain he understood. He did and the sign became a
part of their regular vocabulary.
Branney uses Pigeon Signed English.
PSE is a rapid sign method that
utilizes some gestures from the more
precise American Sign Language,
ASL. Unnecessary words are left out

with PSE.
Deaf people who rely solely upon
PSE experience have more difficulty
in writing, according to Rranney,
because it involves communicating
with a syntax greatly different from
English.
ASL, the native language of the
deaf. is one which Branney is striving to master. Just as English. Spanish and French are distinct languages, so is ASL, she said.
Interpreters operate under a specific code of ethics, according to
Branney. Included within the code
are guidelines for appearance and
parameters for interaction.
Because flashy jewelry or clothing
with wild patterns or bright colors
distract the deaf person who must
focus on the interpreter for long periods of time, interpreters generally
dress conservatively, Branney explained.
The function of an interpreter is to
provide direct and accurate interpretations of what occurs in class, she
said.
This does not include editing and
editorializing.
When a student has a question requiring specific knowledge or a personal opinion, these questions are directed to the instructor for a
response, as interpreters are careful
not to act as tutors.
Employed by the university.
Branney works out of the Office of
Disabled Students, established in
1972 and located within the Administration Building.
SJSU has 13 interpreters working
under the direction of lead interpreter Jo Linda Powell. According to
Powell, there are 13 deaf students at
SJSU, 12 full-time and one part-

Flop contest
IMMO,

The diver with the ugliest form on
campus can finally win an award for
it. The Student Union Aquatics Center will host a belly flop and surf
contest today starting at I p.m.
Greg Louganis need not apply.
The normally tranquil SJSU
swimming pool will be transformed
into Surf City by Paradise Reach
night club’s wave machine, according to the event’s promoters.
The contests, which are also sponsored by Budweiser, will feature a
disc jockey who will spin platters
starting at noon. Live music by the
Shock Waves will start at 2 p.m.
The first 20 contestants in the contest will receive free prizes.

time.
All interpreters we have on staff
work very hard at what they do,"
Powell said. "Their work is appreciated by both the professors and the
students."
After graduating from Mott (’ollege with her first degree. Branney
returned to Ohio and enrolled at
Akron University. She completed
the two-year interpreting training
program and obtained her certificate
of sign.
She also earned her bachelor’s degree in technical education at Akron.
With this degree, she was qualified
to teach sign at community or junior
colleges.
Branney decided to pursue her
master’s degree in special education.
SJSU’s program brought her to California.
She is also working toward her
multiple subject credential, which
will allow her to teach children from
kindergarten through eighth grade,
and a handicapped credential, which
will qualify her to teach hearing-impaired children from kindergarten
through 12th grade.
Branney has mapped out her future.
Her next goal is to work at the
California School for the Deaf, located within three miles of her newly
purchased condominium in Fremont.
Later, she plans to teach sign language at the college level, preferably
back East so she can be closer to her
family in Ohio.
"I don’t think it’s fair to teach at
the college level without having personal experience in the work 1 am
teaching others to do," Branney
said.
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L.A. Mayor Bradley under fire
expects financial exoneration
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Mayor
Tom Bradley said he expects to be
exonerated by the investigations into
his personal finances. hut acknowledged the allegations of possible
conflict of interest have been unsettling.
lf there is any No. I thing that
I’m most proud of . his that record of
honest integrity . prudent management of the city
Bradley. said.
"And that’s the reason that I have
been pained and concerned about the
... press coverage that has taken
place in the last several vveeks."
Bradley made the comments in an
interview with the I ris Angeles
Times in a report published Wednesday, his first discussion at ;lily length
about fibs biggest is ’Ill is .il cr.sis
sits ago
since becoming nay ii
But Bradley refused to iris’.’. .1
questions on specific issues it
from the city attorney ’s plohe into
his ties to IC ii financial institutions
and a federal
into his
investments iii I >revel Burnham
Lambert.
As soon as that inquiry is finished. I’ll be prepared hi talk to the
whole world, and nobody could
want it to he finished faster and more
fully than I.’’ he said. "Because I’m
the one who’s had to suffer the battering."
The 7I -year-old Bradley has been
rocked by allegations of conflict of
interest that arose just weeks after he

Your move too small for Van Lines?

Prices Reduced!

Tom Bradley,
mayor of Los Angeles

Daily writer
wins award
l’Ot

The Securities and Exchange
Commission also is Ii boking into
Bradley’s stock investments handled
by Drexel Burnham and its former
junk bond chief, the indicted Michael Milken. a Bradley fund-raiser.
Bradley acknowledged having
several accounts
Drexel Burnham
and other brokerages, but insisted
that Milken. to his knowledge. was
not involved in his portfolio.
"I don’t ever recall talking to Mi-

the

thlit.1

lk$11,e,..11111,V

member of the ’Tartan Daily hair
vvon the San Jose Nevvspaper
annual award for most enterprising:.
reportiute
’asque/. a junior. won the
$511t I ayk..iid toi his series on the!
S.IS1’ Men’s Basketball vvaikom ear..
her
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Launch your career
with a new Toyota!
College grads with career-oriented jobs can
buy a new Toyota with NO MONEY DOWN!
We’ve got a Toyota that’s lust right for you
from the affordable Tercel Coupe, to the
sporty MR2, sleek Celica or roomy Comry.
And if you’re into trucking you KNOW
Toyota Trucks are Kings of the Hill! No matter
which new Toyota you want it’s included
in this offer’

Getting Started With a Macintosh
Just Got Easier
tt

IIlll1U If! I! lit

,riT
-
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7

If you’ve been waiting to buy a Macintosh computer there’s no time like the
present. Succeeding in school these days takes ambition, talent, hard work, and the
right tools. There’s no better tool for today’s competitive world than the Macintosh
computer. Whether you are walking the road less traveled, writing with great
expectations, or plotting megatrends, a Macintosh computer will help you get control
of your time and your life.
It just got easier to own a Macintosh. We have reduced prices on the
Macintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE with 2 drives, and the Macintosh SE with a 20
megabyte hard disk.
There are lots of ways to buy a Macintosh, or to help your parents buy it for
you. So, stop by and we’ll give you the details on how you can solve your search for
excellence with Macintosh.

There’s no time like today to graduate
up to Macintosh.
Bundles with special pricing availablestop by the Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
for more details; 408/924-1809

HERE’S HOW YOU QUALIFY:

C,1 ,
To ge/‘4)’IY
),00,

Graduate from a four-year college or
graduate school within the next six months
You have one year from receipt of your
degree to take advantage of the program

TYor

Have a verifiable offer for a lob that will begin
within 120 days of your purchase. with a
salary sufficient to cover ordinary living
expenses and vehicle payments

TRUST US TO TREAT YOU RIGHT.
1._1

The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit,
Apple Loan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.

Prices are for Full -Time Faculty, Staff and Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or MasterCard
must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse.Not good with any other offers
limit-one system unit per customer.
41425

STEVENS CREEK
TOYOTA
STEVENS CREEK BLVD SANTA

Is

21%L.11 1,1 the hest enterprising ’levy:
story in a liay rea college nevvspafi
per I. nines brim Stanford and Santa
Clara I’my ersity were also received.

HOW TO GRADUATE
TO THE REAL WORLD...
WITH NO MONEY DOWN

Small Moves Fast
USA WORLD

408-971-0290

‘If there is any No. 1
thing that I’m most
proud of, it is my
record of honest
integrity.’

Bradlel
Milken about stock
said.
’file mayor also said he vvas
turbed to hear that Councilman %kid
Woo was considering calling for
dependent counsel tri look intii
Icy’s !mance.
Some council members have pri
vately questioned the breadth
Hahn’s probe and expressed concerns about whether he V, ould ber’
forceful enough.
l’he city attorney is indepetift
dently elected, he’s ansvvetahle
the people. not to the ii,,iyiui iii to the;
City Council." Bradley said.
Chattl

STEVENS CREEK TOYOTA

Movers Express"

MX will save you money
to anywhere in the world.

was re-elected to an unprecedented
filth term.
City Attorney’ James K. Hahn is
investigating Bradley’s links to Far
East National Bank and Valley led
eral Savings & I oan. Rot biistlttt
tions that paid the may lir %%lute they
were doing business with the city

TOYOTA
Saill

CLARA (408) 984 -1234
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Group struggles with finances

Defense rests case after father
refuses to testify in court

National Council of Churches wants Christian unity
’Die naNEW YORK (AI’)
tion’s largest ecumenical organization, the National Council of
Churches, is struggling to overcome
an operational and financial crisis
and to widen its work for Christian
unity.
A proposed charter for that purpose was issued last week by a speial action committee of 15 after six
months of work and 35 regional consultations around the country.
The committee’s report, to be
considered by the council’s governing board of 265 denominational
representatives May 16-19 in Lexington. Ky., calls for a reformation
of the council’s structure and functioning.
The changes "will help our council be a viable entity in the times in
which we live," says United Methodist Bishop Melvin G. Talbert of
San Francisco. chairman of the reorganization committee.
The council includes most of the
nation’s mainline Protestant and
Eastern Orthodox Churches with
memberships totaling 42 million.
Among other things, the plan provides for expanded involvement with
Roman Catholics and evangelical
streamlining the
bodies, as well
council itself i iii .1 in miner frame-

work.
It woulrI fuse a complex, loose knit array of II operational units into
three program units -- on unity and
relationships, witness and service,
nuture and discipleship (Christian
education). Each unit, including denominational representatives, would
have a greater role in its own decision -making,
programming
and
staffing, thereby reducing centralized direction.
This has been a source of recent
friction and turmoil in the 39 -yearold council.
"Critical problems have too often
been papered over rather than
named, examined and resolved,"
says the committee, attributing them
to changed situations in the churches
and in American culture.
Neither the council "nor even the
entire Christian community enjoy or
expect the privieged status and moral
authority they once took for
granted" when the council was
formed in 1950, the report says.
It says that not only is religion
more pluralistic, but it and the nation
are pummeled by racism, sexism,
secularism, nationalism and expanding technologies and communications engulfing local communities.
Describing the council’s trouble

Los Angeles teachers
make strike preparations
LOS ANGELES
Teachers took a hard look at their consciences and bank accounts as Monday ’s strike deadline approached,
%slide the district scrambled to find
substitutes willing to cross picket
lines.
Strike preparations shifted into
high gear Tuesday after the union
pushed its original May 30 strike
deadline up two weeks in response to
a district vow to dock pay to teachers
who don’t hand in final grades.
Meanwhile,
in
neighboring
Orange County. substitutes were
hired to fill in today for a scheduled

one -day strike by at least 6(X) of
Anaheim’s 9(X) teachers who voted
to walk out over stalled salary talks,
officials said.
Anaheim teachers, working without a contract since last August, are
seeking a cost-of-living raise and a
share of the district’s budget surplus
The district has offered a share of the
surplus, but no raise.
Many inembers said they would
follow the union’s advice and take
home grade books and lock their
desks if union leaders call the district’s first teachers strike in 19
years.

SUMMER JOB HUNTING?
Bob’s Big Boy Restaurant is now accepting
applications for all positions.

In 7 San Jose locations
2 to 5 p.m. daily
Full or part time

as a "crisis built upon multiple
crises that are interactive and cumulative," the report identifies three
over aumajor areas of conflict
thority, accountability and leadership.

OREGON CITY, Ore. (AP)
The defense rested its case in the
manslaughter trial of four F.cclesia
Athletic Association members
after a pathologist testified an 8 year-old girl could have survived
the beating she received.
Dr. William J. Brady, a former
state medical examiner called by
the defense, said that hanging the
girl over a window sill to give her
fresh air could have been "the difference between life and death"
because it restricted her breathing.
The surprise decision by the defense to rest Tuesday meant that
Ecclesia founder Eldridge Broussard Jr.. the girl’s father, would
not take the stand for the defense.
Broussard was in Los Angeles
when his daughter died.
Closing arguments are scheduled for Thursday morning.
Charged with first -degree man-

The conflicts emerged as the
council sought to move from a "cooperative agency" of churches
working together to a "community
of Christian communions" acting in
common faith and mission as one in
Christ.
Some of the operational units,
particularly the huge relief arm,
Church World Service, clashed with
central leadership headed by the
Rev. Arie R. Brouwer and also with
the governing board.
Brouwer says the new design aims
to deal with the problems, consolidating units and giving them greater
rein in determining priorities, but
with accountability to an Executive
Coordinating Committee.

Littenberg, a clinical scholar, and
two other doctors said they reviewed
more than 100 published papers in
evaluating the results of cholesterol
screening. They concluded that the
value of such tests is questionable
for adults with no symptoms of heart
disease.
Their recommendations, published in the April 15 volume of the
"Annals of Internal Medicine," fly

STANFORD (API -- A team of
researchers says evidence regarding
the value of reducing cholesterol is
"incomplete." adding that low cholesterol may actually be associated
with a higher death rate in the elderly.
"We’re expecting to get lots of
letters to the editor." Dr. Benjamin
Littenberg of Stanford University
said on Tuesday.

He used drawings to illustrate
how the "exhausted" child was
unable to raise her head, causing
blood to pool there and her brain
to swell.
The hanging, downward angle
of her body compressed her chest
wall and the motion of her diaphragm, "causing the child to become smothered," he said.

in the face of recent campaigns by
the National Institutes of Health and
the American Medical Association.
Those groups and other organizations encurage reduction of cholesterol, the fatty deposits that clog arteries and are generally believed to
be linked to heart disease.
Others on the team were Dr. Alan
Garber, assistant professor of medicine at Stanford. and Dr. Harold Sox

Jr.. Sox was at Stanford when the
study started and is now at Dartmouth -Hitchcock Medical Center.
Garber was the principal author of
the paper in the journal.
The trio studied only adults
"whose history and physical examination show no evidence of hypercholesterolemia. coronary heart disease or hypertension."

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.
r

BOS r JFK
Ark. kirk Oh

ROAM

Mt. View
I lilt sd ale

caused by asphyxiation, "significant" dehydration. exhaustion.
"serious" injuries from the Oct.
13 beating to her body and head
injuries received that night, as
well as older, healing wounds.
Dayna died sometime that night or
early the next morning.
"There’s not enough in my
opinion to explain her death solely
on blunt -force injuries to the head.
There have got to be other factors," Brady said.

esearchers say cholesterol may be OK

$09

Santa Clara
Blossom Hill
Downtown San Jose

slaughter in the death of Dayna
Broussard are: Willie K. Chambers, 35; Brian K. Brinson. 31;
Constance Z. Jackson, 38; and
Frederick P. Doolittle, 28.
There was conflicting testimony Tuesday over which of the
defendants laid the child over the
window sill.
Chambers said Monday that he
had instructed Doolittle to place
the child on the sill. Children testified earlier that Doolittle and
Brinson put her there, but Brinson
said Tuesday that he was out of
the room at the time.
Brady’s testimony conflicted
with that of Dr. Larry V. Lew man, the state medical examiner,
who testified for the prosecution
that the cause of the child’s death
was "multiple blunt force head injuries."
Brady said her death was

$99 roundlrip
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A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
If you want to go places, Is time for the Amencal
Express’ Card
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfirfull-time
students utx) carry the American Express Curd
Ttavel privileges that offer:
71a) $99 round/rip tithe& fly to many of
the more than 180 cities served by Northwest in the contiguous 48 1lnited States.
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES
LOOK TO ti5

Special Quarterly,Vorthuel Litstinahon Ihsvounts
throughout /989-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus mile in Northwest’s WOR1DPERKS’
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canadaupon

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
Ainencan Express.
The only requirements for pnvileged travel you
must he a Canimember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1 -800-9,12-AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
for less

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
’Fare is for mundtrIp trawl on Northwest Airlines Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations Farm are non. refundable and no itinerary changes
may be
made after purchase Seats at this fare are limited and may not he available when you call Trawl must be completed In certificate expiration date and may not be available
1111TROWEI
cities to which Nonhwest does not haw direct connectionsIor mutings City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Roston I $2 50). Chicago (SS 001 and Florida clues between
I $2
)
RBATED team blackout
dates and other restrictions may0
apply For complete offer details. call 1-800 942.AMFJ( Current 0
student Cardmembers automatically receiw two $99 vouchers in the
VICES
..--,SER........,
mail rIe 1989 Amencan Express Trawl Related Services Company, Inc
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Contra Costa tries AIDS victim initiative

)r

MARTINEZ (AP) - The Contra
Costa County Board of Supervisors
voted to ban discrimination against
victims of AIDS, but foes immediately launched a drive to overturn the
ordinance.
"They haven’t heard the last of
this," the Rev. Lloyd Mashore, pastor of the Concord Christian Center,
said after Tuesday’s 4-I vote. He announced plans to draft an initative
for the November ballot.

tI-

ad
as

Contra Costa joined the Hay Area
counties of Alameda, San Francisco,
Santa Clara, San Mateo and Sonoma, which have similar ordinances. Concord last month became
the first city in the county to pass
such a law.
According to county health statistics, there are 282 people with AIDS
in Contra Costa County.
Warren Silverman, a physician
who practices at John Muir Medical

Bloom County

Center in Walnut Creek and Mt. Diablo Hospital in Concord told the supervisors there were instances where
doctors have refused care to people
with AIDS.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHILDCARE

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE.... Full and part tee permanent posttions available Northern
Cellfonsla Nonni., 175 San Antonio Rd., Suite 112, Los Altos, Ca
94022, (415) 949-21133.

CREDIT!

MEDIT. CREDIT. for ...ants Interested in obtaining
credit Get your Viseilitaettreerd
now Call (408)293-6174

le-

FREE VISA/MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college students.
Just send
self addressed
stamped .velope to KAPIATSU
MARKETING 734 S 4th St , Box
5. Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today for your future!

te
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NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We have quality plena at low

gle
!fit
lia-

prices. Mondry banns available
Call Mark Fete et (4011)943-9190
for no obligation quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now! Save your teeth, eyes
and Money too Cleenings and ofrice visits at no charge. For brochure see AS office or Student

Health Center or call (408)371E611 in San Jose.
414-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Inter...! Romance,
friendship.
adventure.
Leave your messes* or you can
hear ell ineesages horn others,

m the
Dart enter.
ior of

try IL you’ll be glad you did Call
Messages
chanmp frequently. Only $2 . any toll.
delft’

AUTOMOTIVE

adults
tamilepert dis-

BUY A NEW CAR haul* free for lees
money You 91011 the mode, make
and accessories We 1104 you the
best deal, no obligation independent broker, references call KEN
at 728-0639

for students BA J Motors. corner
of 1s1 & Virginia. 791 S tel St.
San Jose. 268-6818
85 HONDA ELITE 80 Greet condition
60oc of tun Rides two Red.
6800 be Cali 996-8135

COMPUTERS
,

IBM

Starting

$86-56 25 hr

Call

(408)

446-3953.

COMPATIBLE
w.printer-6406-2

computer

hop..

mono
monitor-extended imbrd 0700 little
toss, Janet 924-8414.
WE -PAY CASH for 9008 MAC drive.,
MAC SE. PS? . Call John at 94.5015.

FOR SALE
DENON CO. unie Weems
iisir
cr Sr Irk Unbolt...1e pric
5E01
not wen opend Alto
947Isle,
MATTRESS SETS.. NEW!! SEDElt
Ten $85, Nil $W, queen $129,
king $1114

You get both pl..
Bunkbeds $129 Sedhernee available now If your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
YOU Ilk., why not get new bed?
Our beds are very condonable &
cheep Call 945-8554
PROFESSIONAL

LOUD SPEAK ERS-

eoustic
Mutts) db
IV
twin
swelter system Mtd frequency
driver, high frequency dere 12$
program watts, high frequency resoon.. high fkiellty. 5 yr war.
renty, never used, never open.
still in box Paid $1900 for 10.0,10,
sale only $800 100% money back
and setiefactIon guaranteed Call
FELIX at 999-9535

CO

REPRESENTATIVES

NEEDED

NOW. Greet eat. & public relations experience Part Nil Om.
product delivery lobs. flexible
hrs good pay Qualifications depended*. friendly 1 communicative, & must have car pickup
tn.mck

Jane,

Direr

Language,

(415)626-4111
CUSTOMER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Heritage Cablevision
hes Immediate openings for

customer content sop Good career poly in exciting. fast-growing industry Phone, computer.
sales top desire. Good ...cotton & bilingual are plu.s. No
phone calls please Apply In person al 234 E Gish Rd.. San Jo..
or send resume to Heritege Cablevision, PO Box 114, San Jose, Cs
95103-0114. EOE M,F
DENTAL

OFFICE
Answer phones,
schedule appointments. responsIble, 2-5PM Wed & 9-5PM Frl
226-0424

PASTE-UP PERSON
needed tor fall semeater of Spartan Daily. Approximately 4 hrs

each evening starting at 5 p rn
Apply before 5 16 at DBH, Room
206 or call Bonnie Ball al 924-

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl businesses & inv.tors wet
toregn national, volth firet hand
knowledge of economic. business, scientific. & political conditions in from. country for consulting

assistance

For Info sand
r.ume to RCS 1011.700 St Marys
Pi
$uite 1100 San Antonio,
TX 78205 or 600-628-2826 Ext 856
GARDNER-HANDYMAN
steely.

every

Sit,,

Sunday

9AMNOON Bascom-Ferworthy area
Must here car 377-6433 eves
HIGH

INCOME.

first

commission sales.
one. In Ceirfords. mate

treetntent systems Commercial...H.1e
Reverse osmosis,
condition... air purification Call
now 241-1644.
JAPANESE

TUTOR WANTED.... To
tutor fellow SJSU atudent over
the summer Japanese exchange
Call Kimbo
student preferred
(406)269-5140 or 206-9620

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL & year
round positrons welled* now
Salary Lifeguards $6 50-$8 40 fir
Pool
Menegers 57 00-18 60 hr
Call 042-2470
NATIONAL MARKETING F11.1 seeks
ambitious mature student to menage on -campus promotion. for
top nation.’ compare. Flex hr.
with earning potentials to $2,500
pr. semester Call Llsenne or Re
biecc e at (300)592-2121

GREAT SEASON PIKEED Ree,Tan,Nahill, Sunshine, Kent runt
Borgy & Napkins too Go Spartan
baseball. sweep the gauchos,
Mongo & Billy still want to go to

relayed, ye reponse* Cali 9438417$ (II 30-3 30P41) ME. ask for
Karen

TO

THE

CHI

OMEGA PLEDGES
You’re almost there. Keay working and remember to always hold
your heed up high We low and
support you. the Active. of CHI
OMEGA

ADDRESS ENVELOPES $90000 & up
per week. Send SASE. RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES, P0 Box 3247, San
Jose, CA 95116

5100

per My Call 295-2732

PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring for
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
25 hr wit
4 star restaurants
5150 00 werenteed Kevin 7278962
PERSONNEL

RECRUITER

GOLDEN

service
EMPLOYMENT
seeks career minded individual
the Ilkn to work in fast peed
office erivtronment Will be interviewing.

screening and placing
applicants with our clients You
will recruit clerical, light Indus-

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS.
Job opportunity as Insurance

trial, accounting and t.hnical
people Will work wIth our automated swiftsnt retrieve computer system to match our .9911.
cant, WM fob order. Clients
include high tech. industrial. service and retail companies Will

claim rep helm. in Santa Clara
Co Starting salary $23,500 Con.

hood!., wide range of duties Excellent advancement opportunt

lentCathy Abed, State Form Ins
(401)976-4404

Yes Golden West is an Inc SOO
no (one of the fastest growing
firma in the netion) Degree helpful but not required AIM Rick V

AGENTS

NEEDED $350 day! Proceseng product orders People
call you No exp Cell (rMundable
$111-459-8697 est 6A404

ATTRACTIVE WOMEN NEEDED. flex
hr., event bonusas
come..
fun Wee up to $150 wend in
Min & photography, 282.7216
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORE needed on graveyd shift
and weekend shM (29-40 hr work
week) Rewires 1.3 yrs roach or
eft meembly rep or equiv ad In
the scienc. or computer prog
U S citizen We offer
Meat be
remit
Call
..Yon
100%
.
41$ 493-11100, .445, VARIAN.
60001 SALES - Buy or waN Avon.
Fern mi -he Income or allow me to
Moll to you. #1 beauty co In
Arnett. Do your eiseciping with
Ammo. Ave. crowds & let rne
ear. you ISE 1:30930 Jane
251-41142
10010E100E

POSIT/ONE

AVAIL-

ABLE. Spartan Bookstore le wee
.11y hiring for Fail Rush. Pert.e, pee..a in salsa and nor.

elmortment

Apply today
IMettione are Mine up quickly
Wee

CHEER UP! I’m dreg Doe to aspen." I .40 more people town
$150 10 5500 a week for part isle
phone pro...
49.11reneed eery 11 berivees. We
C.0 Den. 406-727-0447.
hews doing

Iran.
leeWn

NEED OUT GOING people, must sing
for telegrem saw. Can make

WEST

HELP WANTED

DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS

& busboy Call Mac at Minato J.ewe. Reesurent 99199711
WORKERS NEEDED TO staff events
at SJSU R. Cent. Shoreline
Amp , S J Cony Ctr and more
Concert., sports & privet. par II you are looking to earn
ettra money based on your ay. please call’ Stall Network
(415)366-9966.
$6-$6 hr to start $0 posillons Recaplion Security, no *op nec FT PT,
Weekly
day swing grave shifts
pay dental fn. beneits We ore
looking for friendly people In
Apply VANwork in HI -tech
GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scan
Blvd., Santa Clara (between San
Totem& Olcott)

HOUSING
FOR RENT, terve two bedroom apartment near campus. $550 mo deposit 5700 Availed* JUNE 1, call
279-9075
NEAR SJSU. 2 blocks Really large up.
stairs 2 bdrrn, I bth apt Available
6I W. $875 mo
day No pets.
555S ilth St 115-364-1259
ONE

BEDRI/ APT close to SJSU
Outfit responsible single mature
col 1450 mo, 293-4091

PRIV Ref 251k trm SJSU 011 priv no
smkg Prefer upper level rasp student 297-7679
SHARE NICE 2 bdrrn 2 bth apt oft
tacKee.11) min Inn campus 2
spae.pootlauntnicro.de
$390 mo-$250

dep.

259-0648

Aaron Iv meg

3214.

San Jae.. Is searching for eon».
one for phones, typing. etc front
June 1 -Aug I We wed someone

HEY IKE’S the NCB in SF awatts Set
M. 13 Les perry et the Powel
after RHO XI or DIE’ RHO-XI or
DIE! CHUNK

401)279-2050

bright, enthusiastic, individuals
with exc communication skills &

NEED A GOOD J015 forth, summer?
Hew basic office experience? We
need you. DIAGRAPH CORP.

GREEK

dent Union Director s Office

Go.. West, 3140 DeLaCrur
0110, Sent. Clara, Ca
Blvd
95054, (406)9109155
SALES-ENEROPOC. friendly eeln
person for new downtown beefy
supply atone Flexed hrs Call
Jslieet 110
-LOOK.
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full/pert time security
coffees all shills Full part Hof
evening prow. wryer. We will

SECURITY

tree Apply In person Mon-Fri.
111AM-4.1, MO Mandl. Ave Sion
Joe., Atufacte, lb
SUMMER JOBS Heed Couneelor
Residential NNWcve petition.
open Apply at UPWARD BOUND
124-2547
WLC219,
prOgrern.
Apply by May 15,11111 Dee..
TPLEMAREETING.
earl
SETTING

APPOINTMENT

lime
POSSIBLE. daily cash

MOW
Welting

defence front campus. Irk/reify
Al.
slmoephers
eupportfue
terns. 1 Weining shine awe..

Geed wee & pee...My

Cal BLAB at

2104033

THE STUDENT UNION ki now hiring
ter B04.1011 14.11enence dent
psreennel pea/1MM. Conti. Stu-

2 BR . 571 S 7th St. New carpels.
point,
bathroom?),
cable
TV.
$600 mo Call 266-0439

LOST AVIATOR wire sungless. at
Spartan Stadium 4 29 Reward,AI
415-379-9296

PERSONALS
DOPTION.. Nuturing couple wants to
shower newborn with love, laughter. and woolly Exp... paid
Cell coiled (91611123-1225
ADOPTION-THE LOVING OPTION’!’
Huge imiseee leve 4 snuggest.
Happily married couple wish le
adopt your newborn or intent
Pleas. call collect for more into
(408)335-5970
ECCLESIA

nnosncA

SACRAMENTORUM For gnostic., religion is

God’s sense of mystery, not
man’s insistence on dogma Cele
bre% that mystery with us at
Mese, open to all. 7 P M Sundays,
at the Vivian Chapel of the ist
United Methodist Church, 21 N
5th St San Jose We also train
Clergy, both male and fem., who
share our vielon For further inf.
melon, uelI 374-7458 evenings
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Spectalist
own
Confkientiel.
your
vary
prob. 247-7466. 335 S Beywood
A. , San Jose
EXAM FILES trm Profess* clv oUgh
out the USA Exam problem. with
the professors own detelled soiu
lions Available for 8 Engineering
courses. Calculus. EIT, DIff Eqns
Lin Alp Chem, 0 -Chem, Phy.H.
4 more 23 ditferent books availed* at Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore
FESTIGREEK -RUSSIAN-ARABIC
VAL. Noon to sundown at Campbell Community Center, May 14th
Call now for further info 377-5525

pounded, playful cr.tive,
effectionste. a III /ann.y.
prosperous. romentic & loving I
enloy feethletics

aro &miller (younger ok), femme
lit of mind. body I sp.. Call
Steve Mull at 290-5438 or eft.
1640 S 7th Si. 04, SJ, CA 95112
See you 600n.

North

& forayer Sacred Heart of J.us.
St Jude worker of mire..., pray
for us
PREGNANT? Birth mothers, you here
a choke Call VICKY collect tollsformation

private

eloptIon

Where to begin? (4011423.7339
PREGNANT? Birth mothers. you have
choice Call Vicky collect tor
Info. PRIVATE ADOPTION -where

Me way

/
,.;

/

...

)

...,N

Ati

r’ePtlf

Rocky

Gus Torres

Latchkey Diary

signs, (415)984-9183
Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits include Tultiort
(looks -Computer Loans
peeve Saving. Rees
Cheek Writing Cashing

Gary Delamore

I’LL HAVE SOME DEEP-FRIED
cHICkEE
NuG6ET5
LARGE FRIES, DOUBLE ONION
RINGS, AND A CARAmEL
SHAKEI

ComFr.
Manu

facture. Hanover 551’S Vatumble Member Privileges Cell
947-727301 drop by our office at
8th and San Salve/tor

WHAT’LL )04) HAVE , LAPy ?

MAC INTOSH CONSULTING et your
home Your own personal tutor on
dogrel?. like MacWrite. Hyper card. Excel, File...ker. etc Hardware
inetallatiOn Consultation
also provided

Prowl design to
your wet spedhcations Per lob
Or hourly rates On -site group
training All Veining materials included

FREE
Call
(409)298-29149w. )

James

at

Daily Interruption

MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students with avellable financial

IA0t101t OF "MC
W140’S.’ REVN I T1146

aid regardless of grades or family
income Let our unique computed:. finding .rvice provide you
with a custom ilsi of sources
After you MI Out a data form our

ToUR)TI-IERE WILL
eE NO Xle HEAE
TCOAY.WE WOULD)
IN Raj APPRECIA1E A FEW MOMENTS
OF RE.VEREgT
SILENCE.

computer elects only those
sources you are qualified lo
Colon, thus anSuring the best possible list Our erece is low-cost
guaranteed. Call or write
Student Aid Services, 108 E Fremont Au., 0176. Sunnyvale. Ca
94087, 1400-USA1221, eel 8153
PHONE WITHOUT HOME. ComputeMed answering and message
.rvice Cell 534-1300

John Lascurettes

AFTER ALL, THE
Fezje Niko oF ALL
TIIE
NAEM6ERS Of TRE
BANP-J001) FETE)
AND ROMER- is
IN ITSELF A
SMALL MIRACLE..

PLANNING A WEDDING? Looking for
non-denorninstionsi
service
irr personal vows? Plan now tor
summer’ ceremonies
Larson at 257-7923
PROFFIIIIIONAL

Call

(4011)297-114111L TWA campus rep

tyoiNG:

AAAA ACCURACY,

Tryst TONY, 296-2087

or Phil at 770-8960 or 922.7359

280 Meld.

Thanks

$1.50 pme page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All welt gue
ante. Thanks

REEDITING,
PROOFREADING,
SEARCH. Quality wont Call DEE
at (408)292-7029

PRO.
WORD
CESSING ()tacit and reasonable
Fast turnaround Cellar quality

PROFESSIONAL

RESUMES. Employes expect Mem
You need one Cat design can
give you that professional look

Call Shelly (408)247-7520

you need 025 for law printed re
stones $15 for cover letters Call

AAH, WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed, RELAX AND

785-4419

LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad.
undergred Resumes
term papers theses reports 01 .11
kinds Student rates for Under.

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening wee: specielliing in

trate and

weddings. formai, etc REASONS,
IRE RATES, quality work in Willow Glen area call Marta al 446
5494

gradsAvailable day, eves week’

T-SHIRTS for iraternitles, sorortiles

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every thee’ Profession& word-processIrsg ser.
ices that include fast turnaround,
guarani. copy, grammar editing,

cods by *put Call Anna 972.4992

clubs. business Cuetorn scr.n
printing on shins, sweats. and
lockets Quality work at reasonarates

laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (408) 94E3662 to reserve your time now

DISCOUNTS

SJSU

Contact Doug at (106062.7377
Monday through Friday 3.10 PM
WRITING,

RESEARCH

Only IS minute. horn campus

SERVICES

ABSTRACT WF RE NOT. Academic
word prOCifilaing Our speciality
accuracy
quality
Guaranteed
Free disk storoge proofing Rea.

Academic,

paper. thinia ’Sala OhOshirritIng editing, resumes. word-processing All subOueidied
writers
Relets
lance

Catalogue

Work

.nable rates We re last, depend
able, graMMar-experlenCed COI.

guar -

Collegiate
Low rates
ante.
Communications Berkeley (415)

lege grads, so call us With papers
repOrts. MOWS (ellp Science,

841-5036

at c at 251-0449

WAFTING. RESEARCH. EDITING Versatile. rumen, stall 800-777 7901

TRAVEL
SUNNY

SAN

DIEGO
5 26-5 28 RI
call 559-1710

airline

ticket.

ruE mtwENr

Watts Deal.

your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credit card Call Andy al

;Moons - Letters No time to type
your paper? Call Mary Ann at
Ann., Santa Clara, 241.5490

Brenham area Phone 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 26E9418 tor
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

hence structure )knowNulgOble on
Turabian, APA, & Campbell for-

On campus pickiup & delivery
274-0800 or beeper. 2364483

FREE

51 50 per

Page

TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

JOB LISTINGS & interviewing

& lob search tips with resume
purchase Largest selections anywhere-20 yrs asp writing
lob
placement with 90-1090, placement ratio
success For ap-

COMPUTER- fasteccurvie rear Hamilton & Winchester Campbell Cali

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)972.1563
WORD PROCESSING transcription
Term papers theses, resumes

pointment call today PECAUSE
WE CARE, your employment network
ResurneS
379.

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD... This year.
call typist who is eperienced in

manuscripts
Fast turnaround
Fre, dell storage Expervanced
typist and legal transcriber 365.
1393

7702."Resumes
GO WITH THE BEST. Top-quality sec Martel service for ALL your
WORD processing need. Graphics. charts, letters reports manuscripts, resumes. term paws,
theses let our words work for

1714

thee. resumes. fetters. reports
Just 15 minutes Iron? campus
Cell Evelyn, 270-10014

you. Editing grommet 6) spell
checking All wok done on a
PS Lew Printer or printing from
your disk Moth Me 1 Mac II com

WORDPROCESSING

I Count

rate Call 40E979-3025

Call (4010904-5203 today’

iately
approxm

WORD

PROCESSING professional
speedy service, reasoned* rates,
REAP SERVICES,

S San Jose
call 281-8590
WORD

PROCESSING - LI, qual
printing, photocopying. etc Moo

est rates, Celia 223-6102
WRITING RESEARCH, EDITING Ver
saute wpert staff 100-717.7901

IMIIM111111=1=IIMI

elMIMIRIMOM
Print Your

Ad

Blvd. Sens Clara, 243-4070
SPEEDY DEL !VERY TYPING

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE - Proles.
atonal typing
Dimness wry
ices Fast. reasonable. & accu

wild guaranteed CompetitIve
student rates Theses, reports,
term pepls, legal documents

WILLOW

1

RESUME WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word pro.
Ceasing
Career COnsultatIOns
Bay wee s
I professional son,
lee Car., Center. 1765 Scott

able worry.free service at its bee
PAM
247.2681($ Clare

used
Word
Perf.t & HPLserJetil Consider.
004
10
able twalnellatlispeirierne

M=1=1==11=M11111=

4011RMIIMIIIMM1110111Mel

letters,

FAST WORD PROCESSING. 125 wpm

Equipment

EVERGREEN

resumes

age Affordable student & faculty
rates. For professional, oeesno.

of term papersresearch protects
& resumes Will gladly assist w
gr.).., punctuation, and son -

SHIRLEY at 379-3519

reports,

group protects, manuals, theses.
etc Letter quality. All formats
plus APA. SPEICHER, punCtuelion, grimmer assistance
All
work guaranteed Free disk sfor

double
fount Quick return 71...notion
Almaden.
available
services

EDP SERVICES - esperlenced professional
word
procelising,

AND GUM iTY offered

pers,

AP*
speed (IX

7 min tee campus nr 880 1 McKee
(BERRYESSA area) To ensure
on
completion
your
pope s
schedule reserve your time early
0J-923-2309

your academic, buaineSS, legal
word processing needs Term pa-

including

moor

PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 yetc,s expert
enc. Reasonable mt. & test
turn -around Close to campus
Phone 292-4096

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for

professional
word
processing
with Leer printer Theses, term
papers. group delete. etc All

roar
English
GLEN area

punch:talon For prompt. 7 day
response. Hove message for
Pamela at (406) 280-1821

pres.lon? A newly -typed paper
gets a higher grade For the beet
result call Barbara al
WRITE TYPE
(408)9720430

(408)225-9009

all formats (including APS) for all
Th..)
your typing needs I
Lase printer desktop publishing
Cali LInda The Write Type 723-

ACCURACY

NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make the best irn-

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,

mate

reports. resumes, publication,,
manuscripts correspodence, etc
Will aid in grammar spelling-

June. July and August

and day Rush lobs are my spech
why Call Pam at (408)225-5025 or

SI 75 page

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and stip
[Ionia can rely on acCursle
timely ...Suction of newsletters

EVERYONE

A-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Available night

formats

puler. Spada, student rale’ Call
Printy s WORDWORKS or 253
WORD or 753-WORK

forowita Oual guar (27 yrs xP )
Cell Roz 274.3684 (leave message) Available 7 days week. also

ANN 5 WORD PROCESSING These.’

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word pro ceasing Paperethealsresumes.
reports. manuscripts & group
protects welcome Student rates.

TWA OEFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any fare Purchase

I

eb/ AU, PAEAS, FAv
1-I41
AOSTagildrJ
StNsAno4 fegiND XS)
Iblet--IV5 NU /ME FfY4f4

On catnipos pickup delivery Let
ler quality Term papers, group
proHcts, theses. resumes. !acuity
prowls. etc APA. MLA. Teen.

Professional typing, reasonable
Tern tapers and resumes Call
Elaine
279-2221 292-0941,

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,
EDGEABL E In typing that tops

or your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Cell Dear.

ble

SO PLEASE) ALL
YoU *mei- HowEes
ovr OM; SOW
YOVRL tiF,Avs
REVEZENCE AND
HOLD YOOR TICKETS
LOOSELY IN YoUR
FINC,ECS FBIND
Noviz Bac.K.

Classified

Rev

DISC

JOCKEY by
Micriel; torrnedY of ItSJS
‘OAR got the party, ere’ve got
the music, Michel Prdluctions
provides a wide variety of music

Ad

sob

Here

.41 ’erftt’L, ,11,1 si . It t, ’,’, 0 ,1 -I
I

Rates,

IMinimum three lines on one day

I

IEach
Extra
Five
Four
Three
Two
One
Day
Days Days Days
Days
Day
I

I

$4 80
$3 90
I3 (Inch
4 Lines $480 $570
$6 60
I5 l Ines $5 70
$750
6 Lines $655
O Each Additional Line Add

$

$5 25
$615
$7 00
$790
90

$5 50

$640
$7 30
$8 10

$1
$1
SI
51

55 75
$660
57 50
$840

00
15
30
45
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10 14 tines $70 00
5-9 Lines $50 00
15 Plus Lines $90 00
Phone 924-3277

you fly... want r. as friend
love. ICEMAN

Address
City 8 Site

404-971-2002
SOUTH BAY
GULLET. BOARD
Now there
lee at. **ay Ivey to meet quality
people In the deony of your
hon. It’s so twee When you call.
you will be told how to lee. your

F nclosed

men oneesage 01 heer 51, dItterent
message* WI by others There
are reerseaws front people with ail

Ckc$sa ClaStatiCellOn

types of Merest. When you hoer
sornelt.g you eke, ghre Met peraen lola That. NI Cell today S?
611, 11.07

BARE IT ALL! Slop sheeng. wines

N.

;)

offer 20 post.ript le.r printed
copes of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for lust $30
FREE DELIVERY
Fine.. De

I’m sorry II has to be
I never meant to hurt

SERVICES

’’"

j

DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES
B rochure..
tfters.
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
ail fle4de up to weutives We

to begin? (401)423-7339
SHARK BAIT

7

559-3500. r645 S Bascom Ave,
#C
Hair Today Gone Tome

Firnheber at 216-0204
MAY THE SACRED HEART of Jesus
adored glorified loved and preserved throughout the world now

cow*

BACK

,

parr IT
r ova rhe
New/04W
AgairME i
Joe 1 V
CLAW /,‘"-*"" ....0
--.,----4

urfy Call before June I. 1989 and
get your first appt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care Gwen Cheigren. R E

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Ceder. 10th &
San Carlos For more intormstion
about etivItkis. call Rev

.,

bikini, tummy. moustache, Md.)
15% discount to students and !sc-

metaphysics,

outdoors, comrnunlcstion. ewer.
ne., laughter, growth & all of
ihe’s gds. Please respond if you

,T.7

I- rot

fr, 4

tweezing or using chemical 4.111 lodes Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin,

writing

coda brochure will be sent
HI, 1w STEVE Just 0.0040 10 campus
area & loving IV I m 28 deckledly
happy. elm. handsome, spirituel,

VII

4900(0 ?’

and

LOST AND FOUND

ii, ..,

.4.

mese mow)

, ..

II.

EXPERIENCED

TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
get you where you’re going Spitdel payment plan & easy credlt

=11’

CARE STAFF
needed at residential fedi.ae for
young smiled
adole.ents with
autism 1 rested disabilities Full
and pert time position. sellable

661771* ro
KNOW 4t.Z

"Some people have said this is an
issue of gay rights vs. traditional values, but I for one don’t think it’s that
kind of case," board Chairman Tom
Torlakson told the crowd of 2(X)
jamming the supervisors chamber.

WANTED
DATA ENTRY pan -time
min SO WPM. good commune. Pon Preened took. English &
Spanish Contact PAC LUTRAN

WANTED
COUNSELOR.DIRECT

beflOAityOU
CLAI5

("

Classified

Of

Berke Breathed
VIRE’ I?
NAV IF I
ON 4’7M/ft
SmirillovA Fei4f5 SOC/67Y.../

AnnounCements

Help Wanted

Personais

Automotive

Housing

SpreIrec

Travel
Stereo

1

For

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

ClaSS.i.ed DCO Ladled in,Cie

08.708

OR CASH TO

A

SPARTAN

Sale(11911111111’ I

I ypone

F n/

is 5

San Jose

DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

State

University

San Jose. California 95197

Deadline

Two days prior to put/9E81ton

ConSOCutIVC pUbItEation dates only
No refunds on c ancelled ads
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Office
I-I I fli /51,1;1’
been a party there," Maloney said.
"Someone had vomited on the CAI
urinated in the trash
pet and
can
Neither I ’Pl) officers nor A.S. officials knev. exactly who attended
the parties. nor if the items were stolen during that time.
According to Student Union Operations tanager Adrienne Robison.
the A S piesident determines at the
beginning or his or her term who is
given kev to the Student Union,
Currentiv . all A S evecutives and
directors as v,ell as unnamed peripheral personnel. have kev s to the
office. according to Santandrea
There are no regulations giis ern
mg when and under v, hat
stances people can he inside the tacilit). Robison said.
" Ans one vi,ith ke)s can get in.’
she said ’The point is that these are
business oiliers and sonic business
might need to be done on Saturday.
the hope is that students treat the offiLes responsibl).’
Ai.cording to a memo distributed
to all A S officers. Food Services is
miSSITy. a food warmer identical to
one seen m the possession of some
A.S. officials
The missing hot dogs and soda
were left over Iron, an orientation
picnic for neNA A S ot I leers held at
William Street Park that Friday.
Walters said.
Walters had used the camera at
that event. he said
(’PT) it ft e s :lie investigating the
Ise. hot Alaliinei. said there are no

suspects.
"We have no idea about who was
in there." Santandrea said. "I
wouldn’t even want to speculate."
"The ( A.S.) people, the personalities I know . . . nobody would be
that disgusting." he said. "I imagine
somebody was in there drinking it up
pretty hard."
has
incident
weekend
The
prompted development of a new policy designed to limit access to the office, according to Santandrea.
He. Walters, Murillo, A.S. Business Administrator Jean Lenart and
A.S. Executive Secretary Helen
Woodhouse put together a preliminary plan Tuesday designed to solve
the problem. he said.
The office locks are all going to he
changed, Walters said, and those
currently possessing keys are being
asked to return them by May 19.
Under the new plan, only the A.S.
president and Woodhouse would
have keys to the outside office door.
Walters said.
The office would be open for
A.S.-related business between hours
of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. After business
hours, only A.S. executives and directors will be allowed entry, he
said.
The UPI) ,A ill keep a "pass list."
and individuals requesting afterhours entry will have to call UPD
and arrange to meet an officer at a
Student Union entrance. Santandrea
said. Individuals checked in by UPI)
would then be held accountable for
activities in the office, he said.
The policy will go into effect May
IN. one day after the incoming officers assume their new positions.
Walters said.

Fee

I- row page I
The increase was introduced as a
way to pay for Student Union related
operations and not for the liels Center, said Connie Sauer, SJSU ’s chief
fiscal officer and a SWUM MeMher.
Board members supporting a $5
increase said that with SLIME) facing a budget deficit, there was no
other way to raise enough revenue
for next year without dipping into
SUBOD’s reserve funds.
SUBOD is currently faced with
the deficit, pending the release of
$166,000 from the California State
1. versity chancellor’s ot t
In January, the CM c fiance] Ii ’s
office disclosed that the L1111%e1,11 s
budget was damaged by Rec Center
overruns.
Because of the overruns, the chancellor’s office put a halt on its release of Student Union funds to the
university.
About $1.4 million was collected
this year in Student Union fees.
Right now. SJSU has received almost $1.2 million.
But because it will not be known
Vith four of its IX members abuntil mid -June if the chancellor’s of- sent. SUBOD grappled through
fice is keeping the remaining $160.- three votes before finally deciding
0(10. SUBOD’s operating Midget for on the $3 increase.
next year has been diasticall) afRased on 28.01X) students. Barrett
fected.
To supplement
the
budget. said the failure to pass a $5 increase
will leave SIAM) SI 12.(XX) short
SUROD has two options.
foi the I991 Midget.
One is to oh. lease Student t ’mon
fees; the other is to take money from
"lie tinauce committee felt it
the approximately $.100.01X1 in Stu- v., as essential to have that money .
dent Union reserves
NM% V, Cre looking at reset v es that
But taking funds from the resene ale lrt,.’tts lulls

GET "INSIDE" SPARTAN ATHLETICS

SUMMER JOBS
$7.64 to 8.40 an Hour

BECOME A

Interested in earning money over the summer?
Frito-Lay is in need of Part lime and Temporary
help in its San Jose Manufacturing Plant. Job
openings include Packers, Material Handlers,
Maintenance, and Sanitation. You must

SPORTS INFORMATION ASSISTANT

*Free admission to Spartan sporting events
*Get to know coaches and athletes
*Write feature stories for publication
*Work with local and national media
*Flexible work schedule

on the subject.
Under terms of the Rec Center
contract, inen’s basketball will pay
$1.(XX) per contest or 10 percent of
r1mt pogr I
the gate receipts. whichever is
both have been unable to generate higher.
fan interest and revenue because of
The athletic department would
inadequate facilities, the coaches pay approximately $50,(XXl for use
of the locker room and for practice
said.
Montgomery’s teams have qual- time for one year. According to Hot
ified for the NCAA playoffs seven of fman, that fee would be paid for in
the past eight seasons, while wom- the university’s budget.
en’s basketball has struggled. winTerry McCarthy, the outgoing
ning just five games in the last two A.S. President, had previously said
seasons.
he didn’t want the athletics "moving
"It’s an arena and not entirely a its entire department into the Rec
Rec Center," Montgomery told the Center. The Rec Center was paid for
board. "If you look at something by students and they should have
like they have at UC Davis. that is a priority.’’
Rec Center. You have nine basketStudent Union Director Ron Barball courts and 20 racquetball courts. rett said he didn’t want SUBOD to
For you to suggest that my program be perceived as insensitive, but the
shouldn’t be played there bothers Rec Center was supposed to generate
me.’’
revenue.
Rick Thomas. SUBOD chairman,
"I’m concerned that SUREC is
criticized the coaches for not partici- being asked to underwrite athletpating in the contract negotiations ics, he said. "The revenue hasn’t
two months ago.
been there for women’s athletics.
’In spirit, I agree.’’ Thomas said. You have to keep the fiscal reality in
"But where were these people when mind.
women’s athletics was voted on I
For recruiting. Valley said she and
never heard any opposition to what Head Coach Tina Krah could
was passed."
achieve their goal of attracting top
Montgomery responded by saying quality athletes with the lure of a
the board never invited him to speak state-of-the-art facility, but that may
not be the case.
"It could he the best positive for
our program." she said. "Or it
could be the biggest negative. It’s
From page
like a good news. bad news, bad
Always on the cutting edge of so- news situation.
"Recruits come through here and
cial change, his latest business endeity or, a software finn in Los An- say what a nice building," she said.
geles. keeps Leary involved in the "Then they see where we have to
dev elopment of that technological play and ask about the plastic bags
on our ceiling."

Arena

Leary

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
FOR THE WRITING SKILLS TEST
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER.
PAY AT THE CASHIERS
IN WALQUIST LIBRARY SOUTH

be

willing to MA days, swing or graveyard shift.
No experience necessary.

might have severe repercussions. he
cause the reserves exist for emei
gene>, situations, said Student Union
Director Ron Barrett.
"To drain the reserves is to almost
be financial!) irresponsible." Barrett said.
He added that a security system
tin i the Aquatic Center was an unexpected cost last year. and something
like that could happen with a new
building such as the Rec Center.
"If the CSU doesn’t return the
$166.000. we’re talking about reserves of about $144.000." Barrett
said. "We have no idea what kind of
costs will occur. From a management standpoint. it wouldn’t he
prudent to have reserves that low."
Those opposing the increase cited
four pies tOus instances when students %vele tooted with the Rec Center ov erruns.
"I can’t see the wisdom behind a
tee increase of $5 because we don’t
knots how much the revenue potential is." incoming A.S. President
Scott Santandrea said. "To inaugurate a nest tacilit sA oh a fee increase
1
is 55 1,1112

Come in and apply

at

650 N. King Road
San Jose, CA. 95133

1. Frito-Lay. Inc.

QUALIFICATIONS: general knowledge of sports; excellent
writing skills; accurate typing skills; computer experience
desired; work 15-20 hours/week including evenings and
weekends. Positions available for writers and photographers
JOIN OUR TEAM! Pick up an
application and more information
at the Sports Information Office,
Building FF (5th and San Carlos)
or call 924-1216/Deadline May 19

FEE’
TEST

DATE:

DEADLINE

$25.00
JULY 29
JULY 7

WE

HEY, COLLEGE GRADUATESHERE’S $400T0 HELP YOU HIT THE ROAM
savings, as compared to price of options
bought separately, + $750 factory cash
back + $400 cash allowance = $2350

The road to success will probably
involve some driving. And if you’re
graduating in the next four months, or
if you graduated within the past 12
months, Chrysler Motors can help get
you into a brand new car, with a $400
cash allowance.
"espeet...1.3arantr
7111.. . 11

orl vt

value!)

EAGLE SUMMIT. ($500
rebate** + $400 cash allowance = $900
advantage!)
That’s just the beginning. Check
out the great financing and leasing programs
designed especially for graduates new to the

r

0
iti=1

Apply this cash to any current
incentive program on any eligible Jeep’
or Eagle whicle Just come on in with a
copy of your diploma, or a Registrar’s letter
attesting to your graduation, and get great
deals like these:
JEEP WRANGLERAs Low As $9030.
($9430 MSRP, excluding title, taxes &
(fptions...less your $400 cash allowance
$9030!
JEEP COMANCHE 4WD
PIONEERSave Up To $2350.
(Option Discount Package = $1200
’Excludes Comanche 2WD shortbed
’Cash from Chrysler Corp can be applied to purr hose
"Offer ends 12/31/89
Jeep is a registemed trademark of Jeep/Eagle Corporation

mow eo...........

Wonderful World of Credit !***
For complete details, call
toll -free 1-800-CMC-GRAD.
Or visit any Jeep/Eagle Dealer.
101;
It 1
You spent a lot of time
and money getting
those smarts.
Now’s the time
to use them!

CALIF
Jeep.
Eagle

IA

DEALERS

